SECTION V.
NEW ZEAWW GOVERXHENT DEPARl'BIENTAL COURTS.
THE AGRICULTURAL COURT.
P ~ o ~ c c OF
r s TEB Son.
ITmap be, as is oftin predicted, that Xew Zealand will eventuall~become the ,pat
manufacturing country of the southern world, but for the present and for many years
to come she will depend for her solid prosperity on her agricultural and pastoral industries. It is the farmer that keeps the nation, the man who wins his way with the
plough and the axe a-d the sheep-shears* the man of the dairy-farm and the cattlerun. Of close on fm,(WW),OOO worth of exports sent from New Zealand during the
Exhibition year, 1906-7, very nearly f16,000,00represented the products of the soil,
in the form of wool, frozen meat, butter and cheese, hemp, and ,pin. The history of
the agricultural and grazing businesses, particularly during the last decade, is one of
wonderful e-xpansion, and the quanti? of farm-produce of first-class quality shipped
awsp from our shores to the world's great market-ports is annuall? largely increasing.
In a ver?. appreciable degree this satisfactorp condition of the produce-export trade is
to be credited to the efforts made by the Government of the colony. through the A-picnlhual Department. to disseminate principles of scientific fanning amongst country pnducers, to improve the quality of all classes of farm-products. and b r raising the grades
to secure a high reputation and good prices for the colony's produce in the outside world.
The Department of ,Agriculture occupied, as was fitting, the premier place amongst
?he Government departmental courts at the Eshibition. Cpon it devolved the dut;r
of displaying the choicest samples of the wealth of New Zealand's cornfields, and sheepruns, and cattle-farms, and orchards. of organizing a complete farmers' museum embracing a variety of educative exhibits, from orchard-pests to agricultural seeds and
gmsses and fodder-plants: and of giving ocular demonstmtions of the nimt modern
methods in such important branches of country life as poultry-raising. fruit-preserving
and canning, and bee-keeping. In sound educative utility. it \\-asthe n m t serviceable
of any section of the Exhibition Farmers have come to regard the Agricultural
Department as a real help to them in their battle with the soil-as, in fact, a great college
of experts to which they can turn when in difficulties of a scientific and technical
character. I t n-as natural therefore to thousands of those who visited the Eshibition
that the Department's court should ha\-e been the section of most particular biterest.
affectine so closelr mid usefullr as it did the development of the geat prirnaq industries u-hch bring Sew-Zealanders more than three-fourths of their income.
The Departnlent of Agriculture's Court occupied an annex of the main building
on the western side, fronting on the long nvtern corridor and adjoining the rear of the
Xakbinery Hsll. The space enclosed was 150 ft. long by 80 ft. \ride, giving 1 2 . 0
square feet of floor-room. This was devoted to an exposition of the Department's
methods, to an agricultural museum, and to d i s p l a ~of various hinds of New Zealand
produce, such as flax in sun* stages of manufacture. Outside, in the rear of the
Exhibition building, there were the Department's gardens of various ,gases and
fodder-plants, and a model apiary. It was intended. in addition, to have a model
dairy working in the grounds, but this idea was abandoned, unfortnnatel?, on account
of the expense.
Seventeen years ago the Department of Apiculture had no separate esistence
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It was a division of the Department of Lands and SurveJ. S i then it has developed
into a very large and responsible Department of the State with a staff of about three
hundred officers. In 1891the Department's work was concerned chiefly with the inspection of stack and the destmction of rabbits ; it had a dairy expert and a fruit expert.
Now it has ten important divisions covering every branch of a g r i c u l a and pastoral
industry in the colony. The most importent section of the Depsrhnent7swork is probably the Dairy Division. This includes the work of inapectina and grading all dairyproduce prior to its shipment abroad; all sales of New Zedand butter and chare based upon the Government grade, which has an excellent efEect in raising the
standard of the colony's produce. In addition to the grading staa experts are constantly employed in making visits of instroction to th- engaged in the manufactare
of butter and c k , both in the co-openrtive hetmies, now so numerous throughout
the colony, and a t the pkvate dairy farma The inspeetion of dairies supplying milk
for human consumption also devolves on the Department.
In the Veterinarp Division much good work is done in the way of preventing the
spread of contagious diseases amongst.stock and in the inspection of all meat for export
and meat killed at the public abattoirs for local consumption. Every animal killed at
the abattoirs and every 'carcase and every tin of meat prepared for export is subject to
a careful hpection. The Chief Veterinarian at the head of t b division has a staff
of about sixty qualified veterinary surgeons and other offieers.
The Divisions of Horticulture and Biology are particubdip concerned with the f a tering of the fruit industry. Orchards throughout the colony are inspected by qualified
instructom, and fruit-growers have the practical assistance of the division in dealing
with omhard and -,den
pests. Settlers are given usefal information concerning gmws,
weeds, insects, kc., and the best methods necesary for combating diseases affecting
clcops. The fruit-canning industry is assisted br the services of a fruit-preserving expert,
and there are bee-keeping experts for the instruction of all those interested in the pmduction of honey. The staff engaged in these two divisions is under the charge of Mr.
Kirk, Biologist, who also fmm the in'tiation of the Dep~rtmenttill recently edited and
superintended the distribution of literature dealing with matters that particularly
interest the farmer and the fruit-grower.
The wine-making industry has the attention of the Government Viticulturist, who
superintends the Government vineries in the A u c ~ and
d Hawke's Bay Districts and
makes visits of inspection to the vinepard% throughout the colony. Large quantities of
ph-doxera-resistant vines are supplied to p w e s
The P o d w Division is now becoming an importaut b r m h of the Department.
There are poultq--breeding stations at Ruakura, North Auckland, Moumahaki in the
Wanganui district, Burnham near Christchurch, and Milton in Otago ; and at the four
chief ports of the colony there are depots for the dressing and @g
of poultry for
export. Many thousands of birds are now sent away annually from these stores in the
freezing-chambersof the krge ocean steamers.
The hemp-milling industry engages the attention of a qwcial division consisting of a
Chief Fibre Expert and a number of Graders and Instructors and other officers. Since
the passing of " The Flax Grading and Export Act, 1901," all P h i u r n tenaz fibre
for export has been graded at the principal ports, and as a result thete has been a great
improvement in the qualitp of the fibre.
The Chemical Division, under the charge of an agricultural chemist and botanist'
attends to the analpsis of soils, farm-products, kc., for farmers, free of charge, aud
advises generally on matters of a.griculW chemistry.
In the Stock-inspection Division a great deal of usefnl work is done in inspecting
all cattle in the colony and in preventing the spread of stock-dkases, in dealing with
the rabbit pest' in impedq dairies, and in eradicating noxious weeds.

The broad aim of the Department, as set out by its head, Mr. Ritchie, the Secretary
for Agriculture, is to ~ u r the
e adoption of the most approved methods of fanning, to
improve generally tlie .conditions under which crops are produced and stock reared,
and to safeguard the reputation of the colony's produce by raising the grade of the

irtiel~sexported.

- These, the& were some of the uses of this most useful of public Departments,
which were sought to be illustrated and elucidated in the Exhibition cod..
Utility was the main effect aimed at in planning the CON
but at the same time
there was much to attract the general visitor. A s the court was approached, the ere
was caught by the boldly lettered fzcb painted on the roof-beams in terse advertisement of the nation's agricultural riches. The beams bore statements of the co1on~'s
total exports and the proportion fumkhed b r products of the farm, and details were
git-en of the several values of the great staple articles on which the countq depends.
Euteriug the court one of the first things that took the eye was a splendid exhibit of
dressed hemp ; then came the interesting little museum arranged b r the biological
section of the Department. There were many other featares of high value to the farmer
and the orchardist. These d be referred to in some detail in their several sections.
The attendance at the court throughout the season of the Exhibition was large ; often
there were crowds of visitors, particularly when the demonstrations and addresses were
being given by the Government experts. Outside the building prectical demonstrations
c o m d with the model a p i q were given. and large numbers of tisitom sought
information in bee-culture and honey-luah8. The pass and forage-plants plots \ren?
a never-failing source of interest to visitom not ody from country districts, but a'so
from the cities.
The staff of the hpartnient associated with the Exhibitiou court were thc
following :O5cer in Cluuge .
.. Mr. T. a.Kirk F.L.S., Chief of
I)it-isiow of Bioiog-, Horticulture, slld Publications.
.. Mr. George Biaset, Editor of PubliDeputy Officer in Charbe
cations.
~ruit-c*
Expert
. BIr. IY. Jacques.
Apicuiau
..
.. Mr. I. H o p h ~ ;s a11d sspista~~t,
Miss
Li\-esay.
Officeri11charge of Gm-gardcn JIr. -4. hcpherson.
Poultr?- Expert
..
. . Xr. 1). 1). Hyde ; ad iuskta~~t.
Mr.
F. C'. Brown.
Fibre Espert
..
.. Yr. C. J. Fulto11.
IVhie Expert
..
. Mr. R. Bragato.

.
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The divisions of the Uepartmellt under Mr. Kirk's control exhibited c.allections
in the court illustrating diseases of crops. owhards, and gardens, and how to treat them ;
insects attacking crops and fruit ; grain both in sheaf and threshed ; commodities made
fro111 each kind of grain ; grasses, forage-plants, and weeds ; farnl seeds ; c m e d , preserved, and fresh fruit ; working machinery for fruit-canning ; wattle-barks for tanning ;
a p i appliances
~
; packages for produce ; fruit-models ; useful and injurious birds ;
spra*
machinerr and pumps ; and publications and illustrations dealing with agricultural mstters.
Of these, a particularly valuable object-lesson to the farmer and the fruit-grower
was the large collection of specimens of grain, seeds, weeds, and diseases and pests
of vegetation, the reault of pears of work, which had been housed in the Agricultural
Jinseum in the Customs Buildings, Wellington. The specimens, including manr from
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Mr. Kirk'a private collection, numbered four thousand. Each was plainly labelled
particulars. There were some seven hundrd epeciwith the name and all n
mens ni=&
fmm all park of the world, illustrating the various
diseases of crops and fruits in b!ight and insect form; there
were six hundred specimens of grams and weeds, and there were
Museum.
over two hundred varieties of potatoes preserved in a so!ution
of formalin. The collection of insect pests was one of particular interest to the
agricuhriat and horticnltnrist, and information as to the best means of coping
with these enemies of the man on the lsnd was continually being sought by V&OR

to the court. Amongst the specimens of orchard-pests shorn were ph-dosera,
so mnch dreaded by the vine-grower. There was a collection of woods showing the damage done by timber-boring hsects, including pieces of lianri-pine eaten
through by the termite ant. and American axe-handles and varions articles of whitepine attacked b r boring-beetles. A number of destructive fruit-flies were exhibited,
including one which in the Hawaiian Islands seems to make a special* of attacking
f i t s like the water-melon. Amongst the destructive scale ineects shown were those
which affect the rariona citrus £ruits, and also the blue-gum wale, from Australia,
which since its accidental introduction into New Zealand has wrought considerable
diunage amongst the eucalyptus plantations in South C a n t e r b ~ . This pest is preyed

u p n by the ladybirds, specimens of which were on exhibition. There was a Yery
complete collection of farm seeds : thb exhibii included samples of seeds of the principal
imwsea and fodder-crops sent b~ Messrs. Williams and Kettle, of Napier, and Katers.
Ritchie. and Co., Dunedin. There were good specimens of the cereal^ grown on the
Government experimental farms. In grain, samples were shown in the esr, on the
walls, and below there were bws containing samples of threshed grsin of practicallr
e r e q kind grown in New Zealand. The sheat-es and grain-samples shown were in man?
cases diseoloured by the v e F wet harvest season of 1906, but the display as a whole
was, despite this, of excellent qual*.
The colledon was arranged to show the relative
,010wth of each variety under varying conditions of soil and climate. The +-errhibit
proved to be one of particular interest to farmers, and there were many requests-which
were as far as possible complied with-from settlers, schoolk, and technical classes for
small quantities of seeds for experiments1 purposes. Enlarged photos of prize stock,
large orchards, and farm scenes illustrated the raping nature of the work that falls
to the farmer's lot. For the fruit-grower there were some perticularl?- interesting exhibits in the form of eoloured models of good specimens of fruit. There was also a
collection of b i i useful and injurious t o the orchardist. The stages of dentition of farm
animals at various ages was illustrated b r e collection of slrplls speciall~prepared for
the Eshibition by Mr. 8.C. Quinnell, M.R.C.1-.S.
In the fruit section, good displays of apples, pears, and quinces were made b r the
horticulttual section of the Monmahalii Experimental Station (Mr. W. J. Palmer, h o d dturist). These comprised about two hundred varieties. From
Fruit
South Island orchards about ninev varieties were sent. collected
and
by Mr. J. C. Blackmore, Pornologist. All these were splendid specimens of the products of h'ew Zealand orchards. well p n - n and
preserving.
of excellent quality in e v q respect. An exceedingly interesting
and informative feature of the court mas the series of practical demonstrations
of fruit canning and preserving and \-egetable-canniq given by Mr. 8. Jaques,
Canning Expert. A complete plant for this purpose asas fitted up, and at
frequent intervals practical lessons in the art of putting up fruit in glass and
in tins R-ere given. These demonstrations were alwa?-s well attended, and on
several omasions parties of schoolgirls were taken to gain some practical hints in this
useful art. The articles prese~edin this way were peaches, pears, apples, plum,
apricots. quinces. gooseberries, tomatoes. and pen-peas. The can-making plant, all
excellent one of the latest class,
lent to the Ilepartn~el~t
b?- Measrs. Bradley and
Bureh, London. A wllection was shown of the products of fruit-preserving works ~II
various parts of the wlony, most of them v q attractirel?- prepared for sale, and of the
best qualiv. These tinned fruits, &c., were sent from the factories of the following
companies and firms : The Frimler Canning F a c t o ~ ,Hastings (Hawke's Bay) ; S.
Kirhpatrick and Co., Nelson : Clark Bros., \rhawrei : Teviot Fruit-preserving Company
(Limited). R o s b q h : Holiis~lpCo-operative P m - i n g . C'anniug. and Pacbing Cornpauy : Peter Becroft, Port Albert, Aucklalid : J. H. Hinton and Co., Dunedh ; F. G.
Parsollson and Sons, Christehurchurch ; and J. and A. 8.Munnings, Christchurch.
Amon,@ the vrUi011~horticultursl and other appliances in the wnrt were a nuluber
of machines and pumps for spraying orchard-trees. and potatoes, and other crops. A
practical trial of these machines, which were lent by various makers and agents for
was conducted by Mr. G. Quinn. Horticdturist of the South
exhibition and
-4ustralian Department of Agriculture, and Xr. Kirk. The trial was not competitive.
There were fourteen or fifteen pumps of various classes, varying from the useful small
,oarden bucket-pumps to the knapsack-pump and a horse-power pump for spraying.large
orchards. The eshibiting i h m were H e m . E. Reece and Son, Christchurch ; B. Bdens,
Cluistchurch : A. T a b and Co.. .4uokland : and E. IF. BfiIls and Co., WellinCvto~.
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In the centre of the mnrt there was e lmge stand of New Zealand wines,
the produce of the Government vineri- which produce g r a p that make excellent
light wines. The wines were made under the supervision of Mr. R.
G"p"
Bmgato, Goremment V i t i c m . &vera! private vigneros in
and
various parts of the colony a h contributed to the exhibit of
season, two large
wines. During the latter pmt of the =bition
c o m i p e n t s of Auckland-pwn grapes, which amved a t the Exhibition, demonstrated
the exceeding snitab%@ of some parts of the hbrfh for the culture of the best h d s
of grapes in the open air. -4bout two tons of grapes were sent down by private
growers ; &her consignments were sent from the Government vineyards at Weerenga
on the Lower Waikato. Samples of the grapes were displayed in the Agricultural Department's Court, and the rest were quickly so!d in the Exhiiition at 6d. per pound.
The Government consignment included the following varieties, all of excellent quiltp :
Table-grapes-Mmt Hambnrgh, Temporsno, Blacl; Alicante, Trebiano Bianca, Pantage or Flame Tokay' Royal h o t , D d a , and Ulliade ; vine-grape%-Pedro Ximenes,
Hermitage, La Folle, Cabernet, Sauvignon, Riesling, Bhsame, Bhtmo, and Malbec.
The \Titicultural d o n of the Depsxtment of Agriculture grow about 120 varieties
of grapea at its stations-aaerenga in South Auckland, and dretdi in Hawke's Bay.
The Department has been for some ;re818experimenting in the dkction of ascertaining
which are the most snitab!e kinds of wine-making and table grapes for cultivation in
New Zealand. It was explained to inqnirers at the Agricultural Department's Court
that for white wine La Folle, Pedro Xmenes, Riesling, and I k s a m e are preferred,
and for red wine Cabernet Saul-ignon, Hermitage. Pinean Yennier. and Malbec.
Wool, which last year brought New Zealand in seven and a half millions sterlingthe cash return for the 426,582 bales exported-was represented in the court b~ a splendid
collection of samples, the most attractive and comprehensive yet made in
Wool.
the colony. There were nearly two hundred samples, covering almost
every breed and cross in the two Islands. There were a number of fine
fleeces from stud sheep ; and general-flocli wools were also represented. Each sample
was given its respective Bradford spinning qnaliv bj- Mr. B. J. Xarqnet, Instructor in
Wool-clas&g at the Seddon Technical College, Christchmh; this provided woolgrowers with a most useful object-leason in the several values of the respective breeds
and crosses At the close of the Exhibition a number of the samples were given by the
gron-ers and the Department to the museum of the Seddon Technical College as the
nucleus of a collection of S e a Zealand wools.
A few ?ears ago the Government Agricultural Department began an experiment
in the direction of breeding
goats by importing several from Victoria and South
Australia. The Governme~lt's chief breeding-place for Angoras is Motnsrs Island,
near the entrance to Queen Charlotte Sound, Marlborough. The flock a t this place now
numbers over a hundred pure-bred and half-bred Angorag Floch of cmwbred Angoras
are now being reared in Selson, Marlborough, and Westland. The Aedrs are uaeful in
the first place for keepiug don-n weeds, and eventually their production of mohair will
The Government's lead is being followed by private indibe of cwmmerica!
viduals in sex-era1 parts of the Dominion. About a hundred Angora goats were imp o d during 1905-6 b ~ -farmers in the Wborough and other districts. Experts
have pven x-ery favourable opinions of mohair from Angoras in New Zealand.
T h e small flocks, which are probably the begimbg of a big industry, were illnstrsted
in the Department's court b r a painting by Miss Flora Sales of a flock of Angora
goats, and a number of photo,papphs. In glass cases were shown samples of Angora
fleeces and the mohair used in manufactures. Alongside the New Zealand samples
were shown some from Turkey and Cape Colony. An exhibit from sn 3hgliah mannfactwing fim comprised specimens of the combed hair in various stages up to the
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finished fabrics, amongst which were figured plushes suitable fbr uphobring. - An example shown in the Exhibition of one of the uses to which the artide may be put was
a pair of socks, hand-spun.and knitted by a Scandinavian woman in Hawke's Bay, from
mohair grown in that district.
The remarkably beautiful quality of the strong fibre produced from New Zealand's
own. peculiar
plant, the Phortnium baas-the Maori humkk, called by the white settler
.
-"flax "-i~ae exceedingly well exemplified by a-b e exhibit of the
ool6ny's h'empmbda&wes. - Common everywhete throughout the
. Hemp.
hlony, swishing its long handsome mord-leaves in every swamp
and by msiny thousands of streams, the native flax now ranks as one of our
most valued staplei, of manufsctnre and -rt.
Yielding a' strong elastic fibre

quite equal to the k t Manila hemp, it makes cordage of the highest stre~igth
and durability; it is largely used in America for making binder-t+e;
it has
been converted by the Japanese into imitation a-;
it has been made into
paper and it is now beginning to be used for eanrils. In fact, its possible
uses are multitudinous, and very wisely the Government and the millers of New Zealaud are entering in earnest into the systematic cultivation of flax. Heretofore millers
have confhed themselves to cutting out the natural growth of the p h t in the swamps,
and on the plain, and alongside the lowland watema~s; in future it will be cultivated
on a large scale. The Maoris, indeed, set the pakehas a lesson in this respect, for in
many a Native village, such as those along the banks of the Wanganui River, large
clumps of the best kinds of flax may be seen, planted there for use in the making of lcib
aud the soft woven mats which the women manufacture- And, with all his modern
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appliances, the white hemp-miller has never yet been able to dress the fibre so beautifully as the old 4 n e Maori did with her little pipi-shell.
The eshibit of this valuable native product of ours-the Maori called it rt&& when
dressed ready for the market ; we call it commercially " hemp," though it is commo~llp
spoken of as "flax " e n s i s t e d of fifty-four bales of dressed fibre and tow built up in
a large trophy in the court, two colldom of the manufactud article, a nnmber of
~mtivewoven mats made from the best varieties of flax, and some growing Phonbbium
finawatu,
terurz plants. The hemp came from milling establishments in the Au-d,
Nelson, Xarlborough, Canterbury, and Southland Districts, and represented the several
g d e s from " superior" to " common." Each bale was grsded by the Government
Chief 'Fibre Expert, and bore the necessary "tag" indicating the grade. The tow
comprised samples of the various qualities packed for esport. The high quality and the

immense possibilities of this fine fibre were emphasized by the exhibit of cable, rope,
and cordage and twine of various sorts and sizes, manufadmd at the request of the
Agricultural Department b~ Mesm. Donaghy and Co. (Limited),of Dunedin, and lent
for exhibition by this firm. The material was all the best grade of flax, and the large
ropes and other cordage made from it were remarkably good specimens of factory-work,
and excited the admiration of many visitors with expert linowledge, including some
bnainess men from the Tnited States. Nothing could have been better devised to
advertise the excellent quality of the once-despised common flax-plant as a material
for the best of cordage-work. hothex good collection of hemp-manulfsctnres, d e r
in size but of e x d e n t quality*ma sent by Metrw. James Maddren and Sons, of Christchurch. In addition there were long hanks of soft silky fibre and specimens of Native
dyed mat and cloak work in the Maori-drewsed material. To complete this h e section
-the best exhibit of the products of the flax-millyet made in the colony-there war, a

.collection of the various machines and appliances used in fias-worlis, sent by Iessrs.

Booth, Hacdonald, and Co., and Anderson's (Limited), of Christchurch; A. and T. Bnrt.,
of h e d i n : W. Fairweather, of Blenheim ; and J. Barry, of Renwicktown, Marlborough.
In a glass case containing Mr. KirKs private collection of works dealing with New Zealand flax, there was a rare little book, printed seventy years ago on paper made from
New Zealand muka. Its title-page bore the following words : " An Account of the
Phormium tenaz or Xew Zealand Flax, printed on Paper made from the Leaves ; with
a Postscript on Paper. By John Xurray, F.S.A., FLS. London: Henry Renshaw,
356 Strand, 1836."
The absence of a working flax-mill was commented on by some visitors. Had a
model State flax-mill been set up in the grounds and kept working at intervals thfoughout the Exhibition, not only would it have been a great source of interest to visitorsdespite the screeching of the stripper-but millers themselves, eqe&lly beginners.
would have benefited considerably h m the practical instruction that could thus have
been afforded, particularlp as to the proper choice of leaves nsed and the fmhhing-off
of the fibre.
Tbe wattle grown in large quantities on the Government experimental station at
Waereng, South Suckland, is of considerable marketable value on account of the suitabilitg of ita barb; for Ieather-tanning purposes. Specimens of this
T
bark.
wattle-bark, whole and ground, together with the timber, in the
form of poles and pods, were on &%ition.
Outside, at the rear of the Departmeni's court, was a space of a little over an acre,
enclosed for the purpose of cultivation as a garden of grasses and forage-plants. There
were 1% plots each 12it. by 8 ft., some of them planted with the
agricn:tural and forage plants generally cdtivaed in New Laland,
and
Forage-planta. together with n number of those regarded as useful in other countries
including various kinds of sorghum and saltbush. By midsummer
a11 the p!ants had made excellent growth, and some of the sorghums and millkts eventually attained a height of 10 f. These Exhibition plots were of intense interest to
farmers; maq- of the planta were quite new to the apiculturists of New Zealand,
eud in consequence many applications were received for plants for experimental purposes. Xr. Kirk delivered several ddresw to farmers dufag the season, dealing with
some of the more interesting plots in the agricaitnd garden. It was explained thst
the plots were not exactly experimelltal, but had been prepared in order to show
visitors as many knda rrs p&ble of grsaoes and forage-piah grown in New Zealad,
Auatmdia, and e!sewhere, so that their characteristics might be popularly known. Man?of those hithe~tolittle known in this country seemed well fitted from their lasuriant
growth for cuitivztion here, but for some others the soil did not seem suitable.
Amongst the graases grown in the plots were the following:
Piorb (dqrostis stohifem), fodder-,orsss for reclaimed swamp lands and wet
meadows, but of little or no use on lands where other grasses will flourish ; me&foxtail, an excellent permanent pasture-grass; crested dogs@, cocksfoot, timothy,
perennial rye-grass, Italien ~e-grass,Xew Zezlvld rice-grass, Golden Cmwn grass
(Pns&u+n dilatatcm), and other well-horn grasses ; various Australian grasses, such as
native paddock-grass (not hitherto tested in Xer Zealand) ; the New South Wales
bay-grass ; Hew South Wales native love-grass (a good coarse-growing tussochy grass
excellent for forage) ; Guinea-grass; two South Africa -the
Natal red-top
and Rhodes grass ; Red canary-seed from North America ; and seven different h d s
of fescues, valuzble constituents of sheep-pasturage, including the well-horn Chewing's fescue. so useful as a sheep-food in high-1wg and poor county (this grass is
peculiar to Hem- Zealand), and described as a sport from one of the forms of our
native festuca ( D u r i d . Hook.); severa: different kinds of oat-grass, including Few
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Zea!and oat-grass, prairie-grass, !arge% grown in the southern parts of the United
grass which, in the opinion of the Agricult& Department, should command more attention from Now Zealand fanners than
it does, e s p e d p in the warmer districts, as a succulent and high]? nutritious stockfood ; Canadian blue-grass ; Texm blue-grass, and several other Ends of p a s . The
useless and even noxious sweet vernal (A~thamnthumodoraturn) was included as a
specimen of a grass that should be discouraged b r farmers as much as possible, as it is
immenselr damaging to pastures in Kea Zeclend by crowding out useful psses. %o
'useful sand-binding p a w s , the sea lyne-grass and the aea-tussock were also amongst
the collection. Of leguminous forage-plants there wes a highly usefd red clover, a
white clover, and a number of other trefoils, including two hitherto unknown in New
Zealand. such as the Egqiian clover (Trijdiwn~alaadtinurn), the principal green
forage and hay crop p o r n in E m . A good plot of lucerne of excellent growth WFS
shorn. Amongst the legumes an interesting plant was the Florida velvet been, a trsiling plant with long vines, a native of India and of g r a t value es a forage ; and serradella (Orifopus atiuus), an annual from 1% in. to 18in. high, cultivated in mmy parts
of Europe on high sandy ground. Of sorghums eleven Ends were shown. Sorghums,
it was eacplained, are divided into two group-those which contain little or no sugar
and those which have from 10 to 20 per cent. of saccharine material. To the former
belong dura, &&-corn, and chicb-corn, and of the latter the best-known variety
is the Early Amber sugar-cane. Kone of these sorghums are much cultiveted in New
Zealand. 8s maize, which closelr resembles sorghum, is much preferred by agricultnrists.
The sorghum shown included the sweet sorghum growing 8 ft. high ; the Early Amber
cane of equally luxuriant growth : E-ian
corn, an abundant fodder-plant 2 ft. to
3 ft. high ; the Hungarian. African, and Japanese millet, and evergreen broom-corn
and golden broom-corn nlillet. Amongst the wuious other plants shorn as useful for
stock-foods yere rape, thousaud-headed Lie, J e r s e ~kale, kohl-rabi drunlhead cabbage,
turnips, and white mustard. Several kinds of sattbush, valuable only on poor arid
land, mere shown in the plots. One of these. the creeping saltbush, has been the oile
most grown in various parts of the world, particularly in the United States, where
it gron-s well on lands containing large percentages of salt ; all the most useful
kinds are natives of Auwralia. Of lniscellaneous plants included in the garden there
were specimens of Cape barley, ~ e - c o r n ,chirorr, linseed, bnch~heat-regarded as
a very useful plant to grow on poor lands-and esparto grass, grown chiefl~for papernlahg.
.blother interesting and educative feature of the Agricultural Department's e s p i tion was the \\.orking apiary. occupying a site of a quarter of an acre adjoining the grassgarden. This model bee-garden was designed, laid out, and equipped by
Mr. I. Hopliins, Government Apiarisn, and stocked with twenty colonia
of bees presented b?- Mr. E.Richards of Waihao Downs South Centerbuv.
h the garden was a heat building containing an up-to-date extractingroom and a tinning and storing workshop. with fumigsting-chamber attached. To
beekeepers, this model a p i a ~ .and the practical exhibitions given of bee-hiving snd
honey-making mere of exceeding utilit:~. The honer business is of great value t o tbe
colon?-, niore valuable than nlost New-Zeelanders are perhaps awzre. It is estimated
that during the Exhibition year 1906-7 over 2,000,000 1b. of honey were produced in
New Zealand. The output was approximatel< 850 tons of honey and 25 tans of wax,
which, at 4d. and Is. 3d. per pound respectively, would be of a total value of something
over e35.000. Mr. Hopbins, in his report to the Department for 1907, says that at the
present rate of progress he expects to see the output trebled in three or four seasons.
The largest Kew Zealand bee-farm is one at Masterton, which last season yielded 32 tons
of honey from 750 colonies of bees. The bees in the Department's garden were housed
States, and buffalo-grass from Ameri-a
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in hive of an up-to-date type. one with glass to show the bees at work, and br way of
confrsst some of the old-fashioned straw hives were exhibited close by. During the
Exhibition season practical demonstrations covering all operations of beekeeping were
given by Mr. Hopkins or by his mistant, Miss Livesa~. These were watched with
great interest by beekeepers, some of whom took a systematic course of instruction ;
four ladies passed the prescribed e-ation
entitling them to a ceaifieate of
proficiency.
In the Department's court in the Exhibition there was a comprehensive exhiiit
co~mededwith the beekeeping industry. It included honey from all parts of the
world, 811 kinds of beekeeping appliances, literature relating to bees, and a set of
charts of the anatomy of the honey-bee. The principal feature of this exhibit was
a stand of honey and wax produced a t the Exhibiion apiarr, both of good qualie.
Some of the honey was put up in 2 1b. tins labefled with a view of the a p i ~ .The
sign ''.State Apiary," snrmounting the stand, was worked in honeycomb by the bees in
the apuryThe efforts which the Government Agricultural Department is making to further the
poultrp industry in the colony were illustrated by a very complete display of requisites in
connection with the breeding of birds, The eshibit was under the charge
of Mr. F. Bmwn, Assistant Poultry Fapert, and the great numbsir of
-try
inquiries he received from poultry-raisera concerning the scienac methods
of breeding was a proof of the educational value of the Department's show.
The Poultry Division of the Agricultud Department does a great deal in the way of
lectures and demonstrations by experts and the eimdation of pamphlets and hsndboob to assist growers in s p e d i s i q and in raising the most profitable strains of
pod*.
The Government has model poultry-farma at Ruah~ra,Momhaki, Burnham,
and Milton. The PonltrpDivision display a t the Exhibition included hot-air and hotwater brooders shown in full work, and hot-air and hot-aster'incubato~,models of
standard poultry-homes and brooders, trsp-n&, force-feeding machines, bone and
grit mills, drinking-fountains, &c. The majority of these appliances, representing the
most up-to-date requisites in connection with this industrv, were lent by local agents
for the manufacturers. An exhibit of frozen pou!try pecked for export was shown in a
g l t w - b e d refrigerated chamher during the course of the Exhibition. In the EXhibition grounds there was a model poultry-yard, with incubators, breeders, and all
kinds of poultry appliances and foods. In a hall inside the main building patent eggcamers were shown. The private exhiiitors in the pod* section were Yews. W i c k
(Limited), Gre-vmouth, and the Dawson Patent Egg-carrier Company.
During the Exhibition season the dgrieulhd Department distributed man?
thousands of pamphlets, leaflets, and handbooks on various agricultural subjects;
and there was a great demand on the part of the visiting public for information on the
scientific methods of fruit-growing and pontfrq--keeping, beekeeping, fias-cultivation,
and ppe-pwiug. du illustrated pamphlet entitled " ,Agienlture in New Zealand "
was speciall?- prepared b~ 51r. B i d for distribution at the Exhibition.
,
In connection with agriculture, the Canterbury Agri*
and Pastoral Association conducted interesting showa and experiments during the currency of the Exhibiion.
There were monthly shows of fat sheep and lat lambs, p h for which were given
respec-tivelj- by the Christchnrch Meat Company and the Canterbury Frozen Near
Cornpan?. The prize lambs were elrluibii in the frozen state in a gk-walled refri-gemtor, ahich formed part of the display made by the latter company. A series of
Interesting esperiments in potato-growing with &OILS kinds of fertilisers were held in
a portion of the grounds at the rear of the Exhilition Buildings. These experiments
were of oonsitlerable value to agrictaltm&a
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THE MIXES COURT.

NEW ZEALAND'S~KIREML WEALTH.
New Zesland posmws nearly every mineral known to science. I t is particularly
rich in such valuable minerals as gold and cual, and the fact that only a small portion
of the known andferous areas and other mineralised belts have yet been developed
justifies the belief that the mining industq is capable of enormous expansion. Already,
however, it poasesees the most productive gold-mine and the third most productive
c o l l i ~in Australasia. The gross value of all minerals produced in the colon? during
the pear 1906 amounted to f3,811,811, which was very near1;r a quarter of a million in
excess of the output of 19%. Of this total the gold-mines contriiuted $2,170,904 in
gold, and £169,484 in silver.

The immense vane5 of the metals and minerals that lie beneath the surface of
these Islands was exemplified in the large court of the New Zealand K i m Department. which \ras located at the northern end of the Exhibition Buildings, and directly
opposite the New Zealand Railways exhibit. Though not quite a complete collection
of the h o r n minerals of the tonne, it was an attractive displar of the treasures of
the rocks. and the excellent methods adopted in ib arrangement added rpatly to its
educative value. The collection of minerals in the court would have been more than
doubled had the various provincial specimens been concentrated here, but each province showed its mineral productions in its own section ; W&land in particular provided a splendid museum of i b mineral riches that almost equalled that of the Mines
Department. Accordingly, the description of the Mines Court which follows should

be read with those of Weatland and other courts in order to gather a really comprehensive idea of the present economic importance and fnture pmsibilitie8 of the New
Zesland mineral belts,
Very. fittingly the enormow wealth won from the goldfields of New Zeaknd
the first thing emphasized in the arrangement of the Court. The visitor* turning to
-en-jer the court, saw before him a p a t gilt monolithic structure coverGold. '- ing the frontage of the court, pierced by three doomap8, and beariw
the inscription in bold -1
: " This trophy represents the gold and
silver esported from New Zealand during period 1867-1M. h c e s , 25,147,175.
Value, £69,782,921." Within the court there were ease^ and stands £dlof all kinds
of mineral specimens, and geological maps and mining photographs adorned the walls.
Goid-quartz ~pecimensbulked very largely, and very completely epitomized the great
auriferous fields of the colony. N a t x d ~ prominence
,
was @en to a h e collection
of gold-bearing o m from the famous Waihi Mine, Ohinemmi. the premier gold-mine
in Australasia, which has (up to the time of writing) produced nearly £6,000,000, and is

winning gold at the rate of over £60,000 per month. The lo\\--,pde ores, which the
IVaihi Company has treated with such great success, \\-ere exhibited in consiclerable
bulk. An exhibit of particular interest from this mine was one shon-iq the peculiarities
that are distinctii-e of thermal siliceous deposits. and de~not~strating
the nlethod
which the Martha Reef and other master lodes in the f aihi Cotnpany's ground had
been fornied. Othcr quartz lllasses that eshibited the characteristics of thermal quartz
were several auriferous and argentiferous specimens from the Komata Reefs-a mine
that has produced over a quarter of a million's N-orth of gold. There were good collections from various other important quartz-mines on the Hauraki goldfields. including
rich displays of orc from those .great mines in the Kanugahake Gorge. the New Zealand
Cro\\.n Jfines and the Talismau. The stoue from the Talisman Reefs gave 50 02. of
gold and 63 oz. of silver to the ton. The IVaihi Grand Junction, which promises to be
a rich gold-producer, was represented by a h e display of specimen ores. Amongst the
other .samples froni various parts of the A u c h n d Province were specimens of the rich
hut refractor?- ores from Waiomo Creek. on the Coromaudel Peninsula, and Te Amha.

In a recess on the right were a number of v~ rich specimens of quartz from the Waio-

tahi Wie, at the Thames, which has produced over £600,000 worth of gold. In the recess
on the left were specimens from two other Tharnes mines, the Omahu and %dental.
On the north side of the court there were table-cases filled with hand-specimens
of the roch of the gold-bearing Yoehau (Cape Colrille) Peninsola aud the Hauralii
I i n i i District. These were representative of nearly all the various kinds of IWL
on the Peninsula, of Merent ages from Devonian to Pliocene. The oldest rocks in this
collection were those of the Tokatea Range, Commandel, on which are situated the
Royal Oak and Tokatea Mines. The rocks shorn were duplic8tes of those described by
Professor Sollss, of W o r d University, in the work " Rocks of Cape Colville Peninsula."
The remainder of the collection was exhibited in cases on the southern wall of the
court, and on a shelf were also shown samples of the Merent forms of ordinary auriferous
quartz, siliceous sinter, kc., in the Hauraki goldfields. These it was a t first thought
would have been shown in contrast with the dif£erentsamples of quartz from the We&
land mines and other parts of the South Island. but the materials not behg available
the idea was not carried out. However, the visitor interested in gold-mining was able
to study the West Coast ores in the excellent mineral section of the Westland Court in
the Exhibition. On the walls of the court there were shown a series of photo-micrographs illustrstive of the wks of Cspe Colrille Peninsula and the H a d goldfields
that were displaped in the g b cases. These photo-micrographs. which were originally
taken by Mr. Alexander McKar, Government Geologist, to illustrate the work on the
rocks of Cape Colrille Peninsula br Professor Sollas, were directly from the rock-slice
without after-enlargement. Amongst other goldiields exhibits there were shown under
glass valuable samples of alluvial and reef gold from all parts of Biew Zealand. A special
exhibit of this nature represented the product of the Golden Point Gold and Tungsten
Xiie at Macrae's Flat, Ohgo, which had up to the date of the Ehibition yielded gold
and acheelite to the value of EU,000.
Amongst the Kea Zealand gold-mining companies which contributed exhibits of
the ,pat Waihi, which had
quartz, &c.. there are some wealthy dividend-pa~erii.led
up to the end of 1906 paid dividends of very near]? two millions and a quartRr sterling,
and which spends about f1,000 a day in the Dominion in wages and other ways. In
1905 the Waiotahi Mine, Thamea, struck a patch of v q rich stone, and paid about
f51,000 in dividends. In the same pear four companies in the Hauralii Mining District
paid over fUW),O in dividends. In the Inangahua District, adjoining Westland, the
dividends paid b~ quartz-reefing companies between lSSl and 1905 inclusive totalled
f734,%M, as against E486.220 paid-up capital. The p u p of Reefton mines worked
mder the management of the Consolidated Gold6elds of Kew Zealand had up to the
beginning of 1906 distributed f 125,487 in dividends, and its offshoot. the Progress Mines,
had paid L26.876 in dividends Another dividend- pa^ is the Keep-it-Dark Mine,
Reefton, which had paid up to the end of iW f 145.666. Some of the numerous
companies working the golden-sanded rivers of Otap have also returned their investors.
a rich harvest. In 1905 those listed on the Dunedin Stock Exchange paid £102,446
to their holders. The Electric Dredging Cornpan\-. for the period it had been working,
returned up to the end of 1905 f116,350 on a paid-up capital of £26.000 ; the Hartley
and Rile?, over £79.625, as against g6,30 capital ; the 3ianuherika. f 56,70, as against
$6,000; the Golden Gate, E23,90, as against e2,500: the Moa, f22,70, as against
f 6 , O ; the Pactolus, f20,937,as @fB.125 ; the Jdatau, E15.216, as againat £6,200 ;
the Perseverance, £13,600, as against £1,500, and the Otago, f11.876, as against f2,000.
These, however, are cited as exceptional examples of succeasfal d m & ~ ~ .
Next to gold in importance came the cdiields. During the year 1906 New
Zealand's collieries had an aggregate output of over a million and a half tons of coal.
There were exhibits of excellent coal from the Srate mines on the west coast of the

South Island- Seddonville, near Westport, and Point Elizabeth, near Greymouth.
In the exhibit from Seddonville the nub and slack, the results of screening, were
also shown. Beheen the two main exhibits were several samples
of coal from the Point Elizabeth field, from recently discovered
and
seams of a highly bituminous mtnre. Near the east wall of the
court there was a collection of coal from the Pakawau Mines,
Collingwood, in the Nelson Provincial District. Near the entrance
was shown on a table an &bit of magnetic ironsand from the Taranaki beaches.
Iron is one of the colony's most valuable mineral possessions, and it is probable that
great foundries will be at work in the near future converting into steel the immense
quantities of ore at Parapara, in Selson, and the heavy black sand that covers the
west eoast beaches for scores of miles. Copper, in which New Zealand abounds,
was represented on benches on the southern side of the court by samples of copper-ores
and native copper from the Champion and Cnited Mines, Nelson ; from Xoke Creek,
near Lake Wakatipu, Otago ; from Jlaharahara, Hawke's Bay ; and from Whangaroa,
North Auckland. Other valuable m i n d of which specimens were shown were antimony-ore (stibnite) from the Golden Treasure Mine at Reefton and ekewhere ; chmmate
of iron from Nelson ; oil-bearing shales from Orepuki in Southland and Cambrians in
Central Otago ; galena from Te Amha ; a dab of jasper from Ohinemuri County,
South Auckland ; a block of chalk from the Eyre River, Oxford, Canterburp ; lithographic stone of good quality from the Chatham Islanb and from Jdangonui, North Auckland. An exhibit cha-tic
of the volcanic districts of the North was some obsidian
or volcanic glass from Mayor Island, in the Bay of Plenty. This island contains huge
masses of obsidian, called by the Xatives tuhua or nrda-tdw, and so celebrated was
it on this account among~tthe Maoris, who used volcanic e;las9 for a variety of cutting
purposes, that it was given the name Tuhua. There was an exhibit under glass of
diatomaceous earth from Banks Peninsula, Canterbury. This earth is found in many
qarts of both Islands of New Zealand and will no doubt be largely used in the future
for the manufacture of dynamite, polishing-powders,&c. The sea-beaches of some pa
of North Xew Zesland are very rich in gks-making sands of the hest quality. There
was an exhibit of these sands from Parengarenga, neat the North Cape. These sands
are obtained from decomposition of quartz diorites, which are abundant over s great
part of the Mangonui and Hokianga Counties.
In building-stones, the Department showed a fine block of the hard and v e r beautiful
stone known as Coromandel granite, which occars in e v e dykes on the Xoehau
Range, Cape Colville Peninsula. A fine example of this building-stone was also to be
seen in the Auckland Court. A somewhat similar stone came from Ruapuke Island,
in Foveaux Strait. The various kinds of building-stone which are to be found in the
neighbourhood of Pencarrow Heads and round the coast of Palliser Bay were illustrated
by a sample collection. There were sereral large pieces of rough unhenm granite from
the Hokitih district. h remarkable exhibit, reminding one of the remote
when
the whole of the duckland isthmus was in a state of volcanic activity and when scores
of b c o n e s threw out their streams of lava on the Tamaki Plain, was a volcanic bomb
found near Mount Eden, the crater-topped green hill that rises immediately in the rear
of Auckland City.
On the walls of the court there were maps and photographs illustrative of the pro~ L W Sof mining in the colony- Enlarged photographs showed various phases of mining,
coal-mines and coal-hewing, gold-mines and gold-winning machinerv, &c. The geological map of the colony on two sheets, one for the North Island and the other for the
South Island and Stewart Island, by Sir James Hector, late Government Geologist,
showed the distribution of the various r o c k - f o d o m and also the location of the known
minerals, each indicated on the map by an appropriate symbol. Various geological
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sedimentary formations were didquhhed by colour, as cenomic, mesozoic, palreomic,
azoic, and the igneous rocks, as volcanic and plutonicy acidic, and basic. The sheet
of sections 8ccompanpi.e the map showed the position of the different formations
in vertical relationship. On the northern wall of the c o d there was a large scale plan
of the Waihi and adjacent gold-mines.
The New Zesland Geological Survey, of which Dr. J. Mackintosh Bell is Director,
had an exhiiit in this court, but distinctive from that of the Mines Department
generally and from the Geological Snrvey prior to 1904. This
The
exhiiit was an epitome of Dr. Bell's geological explorations in
the new Dominion since his amval here from Canada ; most of
Survey.
these esplorations have been carried on in the Westland District.
Mast of the d--specimens and m i n d shown came from the Test Coast. In
front of the exhibit, to the right and left, there were c o h n s of polished @te

from the country which Dr. Bell includes in the Hokitih Sheet of his Westland
surve?. Ou a table-stand were shown quartz from the Taipo River and a polished
liutel of ,granite on two short rough-hem colaruns of the same material: surmounting this lintel were slabs of polished serpentine, a mass of nephrite (,penstone),
and two slabs of polished limestone from Koiterangi, between Hohitika and the
Southern Alps. In two show-cases under glass there were samples of the rocks
of the Westland District, including: schist, talc, serpentine, garnet schist, serpentine
schist, actinolite rock, serpentine-qnartz schist, and greenatone. The valuable iron-ore
of Parapara, Nelson, was shorn in bulk in the form of two p p m i d s piled on the floor,
e
snitable for fluxing this iron-ore was also shown.
and a pile of the ~ t a l l i n limestone
..
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On the back wall of the court were two large scale-msps showing the various quadrangles into which Dr. Bell has divided the country for the pnrposes of his geological
survey; between these was the Hokitika Sheet of the North Westland Quadrangle,
on which the work already done was indicated by a dark tint. Dr. Bell a h showed a
large number of enlarged photographs of Westland's mountain, forest, and lake scenery,
showing the kind of country encountered in the conrse of his geological work.
The Xnes Department exhibit had been displayed by Hr. C. E Pierard, draftsman,
f i e a Department, and was in charge of Mr. Alexander McKay, F.G.S., G o v m n t
Geologist.
At the back of the %in Exhiiition Building the Analpt of the Mines Department,
Dr. &la&,
had a .small detached building in which he conducted during the course
and analy8es necessary in goldof the Exhibition a number of the ordinary mining -ys
and other branches of the mining industry. There were three room in the buildi n g - - ~furnace-room for the ordinary assays of gold and silver, a coal-assaying room,
and a balance-room for the nighing of samples. Amongst other apparatus provided
was that used in testing the calodic value of the ditterent kinds of coal.
Outside and in rear,of the Main Building the State Coal-mines Department
had a large replica of a subterranean coal-working, in which every detail as closely
as possible resembled the actual appearance and actual workingA
conditions of a coal-mine. This structure covered an area of nearly
an acre ; the drive was 130 ft. long. In the drive rails were laid
down with trucks thereon, and all the details, even to the coaldwt
and the dimly lighted drive and face of the workings, were such as to give the
visitor a thoroughly good idea of the kind of place in the underworld that his
steam fuel and his household coal come from. All the roadways in the model
coal-mine were over 6 ft. in height, and could therefore be readily traversed. ds
the system of work known as the "bod-and-pillar" is general in New Zealand
collieries, this method was chosen for illustration in the model mine. On the righthand side of the main haulage-road, which the viaitor entered from the road immediately in rear of the Exhibition Buildings, there was a parallel road Anown as the
" return airway," from which working-places or " bords " were shown as driven in the
solid coal. The fUrst '' bord " s h o d the method of " holing " or undercutting at the
working-face, with the overhaWi coal sapported by sprags for the miners' safety.
Another " bord " showed preparations for blasting in the form of a side-cut. An illustration of the manner in which the coal forming the " pillars " supporting the roof of
a coal strata is worked out \ras given on the opposite side of the main haulage-road.
The safety of the miners as the coal " pillars " are extracted ia provided for by the use
of rows of props, sometimes by 'L chocks " or " crib-logs," and also by " pack-wails,"
built with the &bis from the roof of the workings in conjunction with the use of "props "
or "chocks," or " props " alone. Another interesting festnre of the model colliery
showed how ventilation was provided for in mines. The air-current, coming through
the main haulage-road to the inner branch roadwadys,was then divided, a portion flowing
in each direction. The current n-hich ventilated the right-hand-sideworkings was directed
by .means of brattice-work, and travelled out by the h t door to the ventilating-fans.
The current through the left-hand section had to cross the main air-current at right
angles on its way to the fan. This was effected by an air-bridge, known as an " aircrossing " or " overcast." The fan nsed for ventilating was of a type specidly designed
to suit the requirements of New Zealand mines. Haulage arrangements were shown
by a representation of an endless rope, to which the tmch were attached by means
of lashing-chains. Outside the mine there was a working-model, one-fourth actual
size, of an up-to-date coal-screening plant, which separated the coal into four distincii
cbses-lumps, nuts, peas, and dust slack--at one operation.
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The great Machineq Hall at the north end of the building was a complete museum
of modern means of locomotion, of mechanical appliances, and general machinery of an
up-to-date charader, all triumphs of scientific engineering, and of the methods of dealing
with some of Kew Zealand's staple products. The largest exhibit was that of the Railways Department, whose locomotives and trains and other eshibits filled nearly the whole
of the two northernmost bays. Then there were the Courts of the Mines, Defence, and
Prisons Departments on the east side ; the model viaducts and other exhibits of the
Public Works Department, and a very large display of machinery of a most varied
character.
A space of 75 ft. b~ 20 ft. was occupied b?- the Government frozen-produce room
and refrigerating machinery. This interesting exhibit included four refrigeratingmachines and a gas-engine, an ice-tank capable of making half a ton of ice per day,
and a produce-room, in which samples of the frozen produce expoited from Sew
Zealand, such as butter. meat, poultq-, &c., were shonn in such a manner as to be
readd? inspected b r passemby.
In the south-west corner of the hall was the electric-lighting-plant installation
of the Eshibition. The machine^ consisted of two conipund engines, one of 120 indicated horse-power and the other about I75 i.h.p., the larger one running a 110-Nowatt generator and the other a i5kilowatt generator ; a self-contained electrical generating set coiuprisi~iga Bellis engine and a Thouma-Houston generator of 75 kilolratts :
a %-kilowatt balancing-set, and a switchboard 19 ft. long b\-18 ft. high, with all necess a q instrunlents. Then there was a maze of machinery all polished and glittcrbig.
wonderful to look upon. Sear the Mines Department Court there was a good displap
of machinen- and appliances used in the nlanufacture of butter and cheese. There \\.ere
oil-eugi~ies, gas-eiigiues, traction-engines, wood\rorkin,n-nwhi~~es,
electrical exhibits
of all kinds, wool-scouring apparatus, a display of printing machinery and litho,paphic work ; i~icubntors,bicycles and p not or-cpcles. and a splendid parade of motorcars, a delight to the eye in their beauty of finish atid their lusnq- of funlishh~p.

S o section of the Esbibition told a more eloquent s t o of~ industrial and engineering
p m g w and triumph over p t natural difficulties than the file exhibit of models shown
by the Public Works Department. The Department's most important work is the
building of the I)ominionYsrailroads, and in its display in the Machinery Court a special
feature was made of excellent models of the ,peat engoinecring-worlis in the form of
viaducts constructed either under its supervision or b?- its own workmen on some of
the principal railway-lines in both Islands.
The principal encheering d i b i t s shorn were the models of the great & k o ~ e
1-iaduct on the North Island Main Trunk Railway, and the Staircase Gully liiaduct
on the Canterburr- West Coast Railway. The models were exact to the smallest detail
The scale on which they were constructed aas half an inch ta the foot. The Makohine
viaduct, over which railway-trains run on the southern portion of the Bhin T d
line, is 237 ft.above the bed of the Makohine Creek occupPringa v q deep and naww
go*
similar to the many other river-gorges on this line, which are mainly responsible
for the delay in its completion. The viaduct consists of five spans ; the outside SF
are each 40 ft., the centre span 176 ft., and the other two 247 ft. each, making a total
1enggt.h of 750 ft. The St&
Viaduct is 235 ft. above the water-level, and consists of
four spans, two of 192 ft., one of 60 ft,, and two of 36 ft. Alongside the model of the

Staircase Viaduct was a model of the Christchurch Cathedral, done on the same scale
ss the viaduct ; this gave an d e n t idea of the great dimensionti of the railway engineering-work. The top of the cross on the C a t h a is 215 ft. above ground-level
Another interesting railway exhibit, illustrating the engineering Sculties which
are being so s k l f d y ovemome on the North Island Main Trunk line, was an excellent
relief map of the Baarimu Loop, 109 miles aorth of Ahton The conilpration of ihis
rugged country in the Waimsrino forests d t a t e s the railway-line doubling right
round, tunnelljng under itdf, and forming a complete circle in ammdhg from Raadmn
to the plateau above. Prom Rsnrimu Station to Waimarino, seven miles, the height
ascended is 714 ft. (Waimarino Station is 2,636 ft. above sea-level). At this ingenious
railway spiral it takes four milea and a third of rail-line to advance in a straight line

a mile and a quarter; the ruling , d e of 1 in 50 is preserved. Another striking
feature of this greatiengineering-work is the huge eaxthworl;s One of the embankments on the spiral i l l 0 ft. high, another is 90 8,and there are two tunnels.
The method of tunnelling adopted by the Public Worlrs Department in building thia
railway-line was illustrated by a model tunnel under construction, showing timberhg,
bricking, and concreting in progress.
Some fine specimens of various Yew Zealand timbers were shown. These comprised about forty different woods, some in the r o e and some sawn and polished. A
great huri-pine trunk waa 7 ft. clear through the bole ; a totara planlr m
d 3 ft.
across. Some beautiful figured kauti, rim% and p& were d in a m
1
1 stabwe
and platform, which had been constructed in order to enable visitom to easily view the
models of the Railway Vilrrducta

-
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Specimens of all the good building-stones which the Dominion produces were a h
shown. Them included such splendid granites as those of Tonga8ay, 'Nelson (the stone
which is being lag el^ used in the new building of the Public h s t Department in wellington City), some hard &ell marbles, the celebrated Oamaru building-stone, and the
hard blue volcanic stone which is plentiful in and around Aucbland. There were all
m l o m in these stones, from cream and grey to red and green and a slaty blue.
A model ~eptictank was shown readr for use, fitted up b;r the Department according
to the most modern d<,ana of sanitary enginee+ff.

THE RAILWAY DEP-4RTMEh-T.
The display of railway plant of all descriptions made I>\- the Kc\\Zealand Government Railways was the donlinant feature of the Machinen- Hall. It \\-as a mgnificent demonstration of Kea Zealand's self-reliance and progressiveness in the world
of mechanical engineering, a practical proof of the excellence of colonial work in locomotive-building and in every other branch of railroad-work. State control of the
railways has been a sound success in New Zealand, and the policy of the Department
is in the direction of doing as much of the mechanical work as possible in its o m workshops in preference to importing. For man7 rears past there have been large workshops
at Newmarket (Aucldand), Petone (Wellington), Addington (Christchurch), Hillside
(Dunedin), and elsewhere, and here a great deal of excellent work in the form of not only
railway-carriages but locomotives is annually turned out by the expert workmen of
the Department. There are nearly 2,500 miles of State railways open in the Dominion,
and over ten thousand men are emplopd by the Department on the various lines and

.

in the big worlishop~. While primarily serving the purpose of opening up the country
and of providing indispensable means of intemmmunication, and while &ording the
public moderate passenger and fwght rates and making liberal conemions to the
farming population, the railwap bring s substantial sum into the Treasmy every year.
For the Exhibition year, 191)6-7, the gross revenue of the Department amounted to
f2,6&600, and the net revenue to f812,ll8-equal to 3-45 per cent. on the capital cost
of the railways.
The exhibits of, rolling-stock,permanent-way, and railwar appliances occupied
a fourth of the whole area of the machine^ Hall.and were situated in a block near the
llorthern end of the hall,"extending from the rear almost to the front wall. Nmost

every item and article sho~-n,even to the huge locomotive and h u t i f d y fiuished
pase~~ger-cars
were manufactured in the railway workshops of the Dominion.
A h e ioco~otiveturned out by the Addington Railway R o r h h o p and shown at
the easten1 end of the section was the third of that class built in the Government railway
workshops, and of that type the laregst yet built south of the Line. This locomotive
a four-cylinder balanced-compound 46-2 type, adapted to Kew Zesland's narrow
pmge. Ib dimensions were as follows : Diameter of coup1ed wheels, 4 ft. 6 in. ; cylinders,
diameter, high-pressure 12 in., low-pressme 19 in. ; stroke, 22 in. ; w o r m steampressure, 225 1b. per square inch ; weight in worw-trim, 71 tons ; tractive power,
calculated at 80 per cent. of boiler-pressure, equalled 15,444-Jlb.
Near by this engine were displayed materials used by the Railway Department
in variou8 atages of coi~versioninto finished parts ; and amongst them were a sample
of riveted boiler-plate showing how the rivets bound these plates together ; a crank-axle
for large engines-a forgiq weighing 12 cwt.-shown in a semi-hished state, also a
and castings of various kinds in steel,
forging for one of the coupled axles ; iron foriron, and brass from high-premue qlbders down to window-fastenings for railway-cam.
'

'i'he various stages of wheel-were well illustrated by good examples from the railway workshops. A b o i i for a Single-Fairlielocomotive, made in the railway workshops,
scrapiron partly welded
was also shown, and close by stood a great block of -ted
up, showing what a forging looh like in its earlier stages. Types of each kind of rollingstock used on the Government d w a p were shown. There were passenger-cars, Grst
and second class, of the moat careful make and h b h . The ht-elm car was fitted
with " walk-over " seats and panelled within with puriri timber. Each car was 50 ft.
long over all. A bogie brake-van of the same length was shown with an area for luggagestorage of 225 square feet. A bogie horse-box, capable of carrying four horse9, was
showvn; 8180 a specimen of a hzen-meat bogie-van capable of carrying 350 carcases

of frozen inutton. An opel~iilgin the wvall of this wagon illustrated the method of insulation : the \ d l had three skins ; between the inner pair of n-alls was an bidation wmposed of heat-resistiq paper, felt, and slag wool, an air-space bprovided between
the outer and middle walls. Other types of rolling-stock shown were the large wagons
used for carrying sheep, cattle, tinlber, coal, and merchadise. Everything gave evidence
of good and careful workmaship, and every part was n-ell and neatly iinished.
A motor-train was exhibited ; this consisted of a large 60 £t.bogie-car attached to
a s~nalltype of locomotive. This one-carriage train,giving seating-accommodation for
seventy-two passengers, was shown as a sample of those intended to be used on suburban
lilies where the traffic is too light to wvarrant the d
g of a full train. The car wntained smoking and non-smoking wmpartments as well as a guard's compartment. A
special feature of the car n-as that it is lighted with Stones's asledriven electric light.

All the locomotives, cars, ~81%and wagons eshibited were equipped with the Westinghouse automatic quick-acting air-brake.
Farious branches of the Maintenance Departmat of the Railways were illustrated
by examples of working-apparatus and by models. In bridgework an excellent model
of the new Ormondville Viaduct attracted attention and gave a good indication of the
type of structmes adopted when renewing older t p e s of bridges. Other models showed
Merent tyes of bridges in use on the Xew Zealand Railwa~. Photographs of some
bridges were also shown. At the west end of the court stood a model of a t-rpical wayside station, with the station-building and the general arrangement of the station-pard
shown in detail The principal railway stations and offices in Kew Zealand were illus-

trated b~ photographs. Among general appliances was an example of the \rind&
used for lifting water at wayside stations and of a StOo-pUon tank on elevated stand.
Other exhibits in this section were a motor inspection-trolly driven b~ a petrol motor,
\vhich u-as frequently run up and down a length of track in the hall, and various other
trollies and velocipedes in use on the railu-ars.
A very complete set of railway signalling apparatus, past and present, was she-.
A completely equipped signal-box was a noticeable exhibit, with all its sigma1 and switch
levers and the interlocking devices as used at aU the principal stations, the box operatkg
a set of points just as on a railway-line, with the corresponding signals and standard
semaphores on the main and loop lines. The rails on which this operated were part of
the District Engineer's displar of rails and track It included rails of different weights

varying from 30 lb. to 70 1b. per yard snd fastened to sleepers of various timbers, each
of which wrra labelled with its name.
Other signalling appliances shown were the following : A set of Dr. Lemon's blo~li
instruments, the d e s t system used on the New Zealsnd railways. A set of Winter
block instruments, which m d e d the Lemon block. A set of ordinary visual signal
tablet jnstruments, which succeeded the Winter block, and is now the standard block
jnstrument for single-line working on the New Zealand Government railways. A set of
special tablet instruments for branch lines, which can be operated by guard or enginedriver. A s& of electrical lock and block imhments for double-line working, with model
lines and signals for illustrsting the working. A set of Wynne's automatic tablet-exchanging apparatus, for the exchanging of the tablets at stations by express trains while
passing at full speed. A portable telephone, ss d by gnards for obtainiig communication with a stetion in case of accident or brealdown of train.
POST A i TELEGBAPH DEP~l3iEX"r.
In the Court of the New Zealand Post and Telegraph Department, just to the south
of the Machinery Hall, visitors had an opportanity of seeing a comprehensive collection

of the telegraphic and telephonic apparatus used in the colony: all clearly labelled. There
were relics of the early days of telegraphy in Hew &land in the form of telegraphic
apparatus invented by Varley and used by the old Provincial Government of Canterbury ;
old doubleneedle and singleneedle telegraphic instruments ; two old-fdi011ed magnetic alphabetical instruments, the prof the telephone : and an early EdisonBell telephone. The modern apparatus was most complete, and included every up-

to-date instnunent in the science of electric tdegraphy- Postage-stamps of all liinds
were ahown in frames on the &, and there were1photographs of New Zealand postoffices of various grades.
Some of the marvels of d e s s telegraphy were made clear to the visitor b~ the
small instabtion of Marc5ni plant which was included in the Court. This was erected
by arrangement with Captain L. E. Walker, the Australasian representative of the
Marconi Wireless Telegraphic Oornpan~,and was operated and explained by Mr. H. h'.
Do\rsett, one of the company's engineers. The instruments were connected with a mast
outside the building. A similar inataIlation was erected at Islington, seven nliles awaF.
and messages were exchanged M e e n the two during the Eshibition, and also with solne
of the British warship outside Port Lyttelton. Behind the apparatus in the court were
hung photographs dealing with the &oni system.
The Cona was under the general supervision of Mr. J. W. Gannawap, Inspector
of Electric Lines in Chistchurch District.
DEPARTMEXI' OF TOURIST EASD HEALTH RESORTS.
Suave and eye-resting hues, a pleasantly softelled light, a delicately hanl~ollious
taste in furnishing and papering, beautiful pictures in oils and water-colours and in the

black-and-white of artistic photography, and a lordly array of stags' heads were the
characteristicsof the h e Court of the New Zealand Government Department of Tourist
and Health Resorts, itnated alongside the Mein Comdor, southern side. The court
occupied a floor-space of 3,240 square feet, a roomy well-ordered apartment, where
many a wearg visitor songht the comfortable l o u n p w t s , glad to eacape for a while
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from the hot and crowded avenues into this cool reposeful corner with its soothing tints
of green. The Tourist Department certainly effected its purpose of advertisement by
the judicious location and arrangement of the court, for it was h a t e d in the most
conveniently reached part of the Exhibition, and its interior was attractive enough to
compel thitherward the feet of probably every visitor that paraded the long main thoroughfare of the big building. Mr. T. E. Donne, the General Xanager of the Department.
brought his experience of foreign Exhibitions to bear on the designing of the Exhibitioil
court with admirable results, and he succeeded in not only presenting to visitors' eyes
in microcosm the singularly beautiful and wonderfnl scenery of these Islands and the
escellent sport in the form of trout-fishing and deer-stalking, but in contriving a court
that was in its general scheme a model of artistic taste. The floor-covering was dark
green, the walls were in soft shades of green, and the ceiling was of squares and lengths
of coloured muslin, agreeably tempering the strong light that streamed through the shylights. Invitingly soft chairs and settees, a long and decorative office counter of dark
polished wood, Maori wood-carvings, and beautiful wall-panels of various kinds of Xew
Zealand timbers handsomely completed the attractive impression created, even before
one entered the court, by the pictures and the sport trophies.
The well-filled walls of the court were a picture-gallery of wild nature, and held
several canvases that might with credit have been hung in the Exhibition Art Rooms.
There were a number of h e oils and water-colours depicting some of the most famous
scenes in this land of geyser, and lake, and alp, and fiord. There were some of Perrett's
serenely smooth pastels of lake, and river, and sound scenery, and a beautiful painting
of the p t ice-peak of Aorangi, by Howarth ; there were scenes of dain* beauty
such as the woody shores of Lake Waikaremoana, and of boldly magnificent rock-architecture like the cliffs of Y i o r d Sound ; there were spouting geysers, glistening glaciers
and ice-falls, and glimpses of some of the lovsliest forest, and fern, and waterfall scenery
that this land of greenwood and glancing watem haa to show. The photographic enlargements, taken by the Departlllent's own photographers, were illustrative not only of New
Zealand scenery, hut also of Jlaori lie, of Maori villages and carved houses, of the strange
life in the Geyserland districts, and of the spas and pleasure-resorts maintained by the
Department. Three historical pictures took the memory back to the old fightmg-dayswhen
Xaori and pakeha met each other in fierce border warhre. These pictnres were associated with the name of one of the most picturesque figares in our military story, Major
Von Tempsky, of the Forest Rangers. Von Tempsky was a clever artist as well as a
dashing soldier : two of the pictures-one a water-colour and the other a pen-and-idsketch-were his work. The water-colour showed General Chute's column setting out
in 1865 on its famous march through the Tsranaki forest a t the back of Mount Egmont ;
the black-and-white sketch depicted a lively bush-skirmish at Okotuku, in Taranaki,
with the Hauhau rebels. The first picture was lent by Mr. A. Hamilton, of the Colonial
Museum, Wellington ; the other by Dr. Hoeken, of Dunedin. Then there was a reproductioli of an oil-painting, interesting because it represented that disastrous forest-battle
in 1868. at Te Ngutu-o-te-Uanu, in which Von Tempsh~\ras killed. The pictures of
scenery and life in Nen- Zealand even overflowed the court : the outer rear and side
walls n-ere hung with some excellent works in oils and in photographic enlargements.
There were a number of paintings by E. W. Christmas. forming a series of farming
views, from the bush-clearing and " burning-off " stages to the comfortable day of the
prosperous farmstead and the " cattle on a thousand hills." From 111. Christnw's
brush also came a good painting of Mount Egmont.
Then there were the trophies that illustrated the grand sport that ,Yew Zealand
holds for the deer-stalker and the an&.
Around the walls above the pictures many
a good red deer " uplifted high his cabarfeidh "-ma@iicently
antlered kings of hill
and forest that brought a thrill of delight to the heart of man? an old s$alkerI There

.
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were a full hundred of these stately heads, some from the Wairarapa forests, some from
ills and the wild @hthe mountain corntry of south Nelson,some from the Jdorven H
lands around Lake Hawea, in the South Island. One sportsman who inspected then1
said he doubted whether a similarly fine collection of stagsy heads had ever been got
together in the world. Certainly the heads were well worthy the rifle of any British
stalker who cares to desert his Highland glens to explore the deer-corntry of Xew
Zealand. It has !ong been agreed that the red deer introduced into this co~lntryhave
developed a massiveness and a h of horn nnapproached in either the Scottish or the
European herds. The heads, collected from all parts of New Zealand, had all been
carefully measured rnder Xr. Donne's supervision, and these measurements were given
in an illustrated booklet issued by the Department to visiting sportsmen The Wairarapa heads, the Nelson collection, and those from north Otago (Lake Hawea district.
Ah*
Gorge, &c.) were in each case grouped together, and were numbered so
that by reference to the Department's pamphlet the visitor could easily tell the place
of origin of each trophy. The Wairarapa heads nnmbered thirty-five, those from Nelson
sixteen, and the north Otago heads thirty-the ; the stalkers whose d e s contributed
to the great collection were the Rev. W. C. Oliver, Messrs. E. Hardcastle, H. E. and
C. D. Hodgkinson, R. H.Rhodes, J. Forbes, E.J. Riddiford, T. E. Donne, E. W. Bunny,
and a number of other New Zealand sportsmen. In splmetry and perfection of development of the tines the North Otago heads were a remarkably fine collection In
the group of Nelson heads there was that of the first stag imported into the district.
I n addition to the red-deer there were a nnmber of good t-rpes of fallow-deer heads,
from Motutapu Island, in the Hauraki Gulf, and the Waikato, sent by Mr. F. H. Coolubes
of Aucliland ; also from Nelson and from the Blue Mountains in Otago.
Neiv Zealand's other great sport, trout-fishing-open alike to the working-man
and the millionaire sportsman-was illustrated by a splendid collection of big rainbow
and brown trout, the like of which no other angling country can boast. The Tourist
Department has a very close concern in the fishing of the colony, for not only are its
trout-stocked waters a fine source of recreation to its osvn people, but they are a powerful
factor in attracting visitors from abroad. It is pretty certain that no other fishiapregion could offer the angling enthusiast such splendid trout as the specimens mounted
in this court-an eighteen-pounder from the swift snow-fed Waitaki, another from one
of the shingly streams of the Temuka district, a 19) lb. fish from Ashburton-all three
brown trout ; an 185 1b. rainbow trout from Rotorua ; and-monarch of all the finny
beauties-a great rainbow, also from Rotoruit, scaliuq .7L+ 1b. Giants indeed of the
trout race these, typifying in their way the wonderfully farourable conditions of these
new lands for the fullest development of not o a man but the useful animals and fishes
and plants that are introduced from the older, colder countries of the north.
Other branches of sport were represented by s t d e d specimens of game, such as
pheasants, wild duck, &e. In addition, some of New Zealand's curiously interestbig
avifauna, n o r under the protective mans of the Government, mere shown-the %htless
kiwi and kalcapo, lovers of the forest gloom, and the kea parrot, notorious.because of
its fondness for living mutton. There iras a painting by Miss Mabel Hill of another
remarkable South Island bird, the very rare, wingless, blue-plumaged tahhea, or
:Vdonis hocblettcri, which has by this time probably followed its huge cousin the moa
to the Reinga of birdland ; if one does still haunt the P p a t dripping forests of western
Otago, it will be in very truth a ram atis.
The famous hot-spring spas under the control of the Tourist Department were
brought to mind by an attractive replica of a bath and dressing-room a t the Rotorua
Government Baths, consisting of a white and inviting-looking bath, sunk below the
floor-level, with its bright tiled walls and floors, its hot and cold shower arrangements, and its comfortable furniehgcrg.

Other features that enhanced the interest and beauty of the court were a unique
series of ornamental specimens of New Zealand timbers, each bearing on the lower part
of the panel a picture of the tree : a large glass case
filled with a splendid collection of specimens of kauri,
- of all kinds, from pieces of a rich-brown colour to
those of a clear amber-like pellucid beauty ; and some
h e examples of Xaori art in wood-camhg, of which
the beat was a handsome pare, the work of an Arawa
artist with chisel and mallet, m r m o ~ t i n gthe rear
door of the court, with its necessary complements in
the form of leaame,or " legs," beautifuU~carved, on
either side of the doorway. Then, set about the room
were writing-tables with supplies of stationery, directories? guide-books, itineraries, and photo-albums for
the use and information of visitors. At the I n q u i ~
Office. information on all sorts of topics was furnished
by the officialsof the Department, and manF thousands
of travellers were supplied during the eshibition season
with answers to all the multifarious questions that
they asked, from dire-ctions as to how fn find various
OBI Doo~wry,
other mtions of the Ehposition to the particulsrs as
DEPAILTXROT'S
COEBT.
to accommodation and cost of travel, spas, spbrt, and
so on, that come within the special sphere of the Department. A large qnautie of
literature dealing with the pleasure-placesand health-resortsof the colony was distributed
to visitors.
The Tourist Court mas constructed and amnged under the persollo1 supervision oi
Mr. Donne, who was assisted by M-.
F. lioorhouse and J. W.Hill, of his Head-office
s t d Xr. Hill and other officers were in atteudance in the Inquiv Oflice during the
season, and were kept busy night and day. Tlle visitors' book in the court contained
a b u t twelve thousand signatures by closing-day, but maup thousands of those who
visited the court did not trouble to enter their names.

Some of Nen- Zesland's most characteristic wonders of wild Nature \\-ere cleredp
illustrated in replica form ill the Tourist Departmneut7s miniature " Geyserland," r little
slice of Rotorua. all in its ~nanubrtl-fencedresen-e, at the rear of the main Exhibition
Building. Here Dr. k S. \Vohlma~mn,Government Balneologbt in charge of the famous
Rotorua Spa, had constructed a man-ellousl\- exact copy of some of the more remarkable features of the thermal regions. such as may be seen within small compass at the
li%akare\\-aren~Geyser-valley. .A square enclosure open to the sky was snrrounded
b r r high thick brushamod fence of thc mauuka that is the universal shrubbery of the
weyser regions. Entering a gateway surmouiited I)? Naori carved @ures, the visitor
'T-dad himself all a t once transplanted to the land of sulphur and uuri-arikis, geysem and
steam-holes. The sceue was in every detail a bit of Ge-rserland. even to the backgro~d.
for above the manuka fence ran a cauvas (130 ft. in length) that was an excellent piece
of scene-painting : it pictured the -geat broken sombre volcanic hills forming the background of the Rotorua thermal plain looking east aud south-o typical Ge~emland
landscape. Everything within was in hannouy \\ith the mouders of Hot-Spring-Land.
eveu to the stunted manukc that grew in clumps and tufts in the clefts of the siliceous
rock and alongside the sulphurous springs. Just inside the gate, too, stood a msbbuilt thatched Maori whare of the old @pe. with its door on one side and its single little

--
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dndow like the square port-window of some old-fashioned ship ; just such a hut as one
l u a ~see to-day at the Tihitere thermal alley of horrors, where the modem ugly iron-

roofed \reatherboard cottage has not pet replaced the mupo whare. Be?.ond the n*hare
jets of steam issued from the rock- earth, and in the centre of the ellclosure rose the
geyser-cone, a replica to a large exteut of the mound of the beautiful ffailiite Geyser at

Whaliarewarewa. Yapour came in soft white clouds from the ge-=-well, and every
now and then the p u b burst forth (regulated in some occult fashion behind the scenes

by the guardian white tohungcr, 3fr. Turner, from Whahmewarewa), and hurled its
glittering columns of water and spray into the air with all the fuss and commotion of
" the real thing." The fact that the thin spray when it fell on one was cold in no way
detracted from the general effectiveness of the imitation puiu. In constructing this
rocky cone of the imitation Waikite, with its smoothly polished gepser-lips, its silica
incrustations, steps, and terraces, and miniature pools, Dr. Wohlmann made considerable
use of plaster casts obtained from the actual
g e ~ r - m o u n dat mhakarewarewa. so that it
was to the smallest detail a faithful reproduction of the finest of Geyserland's great
p u k . To the left of the geyser was a solfatara, an exact imitation of one of the
steaming sulphur-holes which are to be seen
in their thousands at and around Rotorua :
the escaping steam, mixed with sulphurousacid gas, deposited crystals of sulphur on
the surrounding rocks. There were a number of fumaroles sending out here and there
.' q i " ' . c
gently sighing steam - jets. Half concealed
. --by a clump of low man*
scrub was a
grey-hued mud-volcano, an exact replica of
C o o ~ ~ sn
c THE Hm SPBISG,
~h'
TAC
.\lonu. GEYSISBLAKD
one of those in the thermal area at hikikapakapa, between Rotorna and Whalisrewarewa. The cone mss about 6 ft. high, and in its little crater-top hot mud bubbled
and plashed just as in it9 Nature-built prototppe. Xear by was a typical " porridgepot" or spring of unctuously b o i i grey mud, containing volcanic mud special1;rbrought from Rotorua for the purpose. In front of the Maori d a r e was a stean~
eookiyokaie, similar to the natural steam-ovens at Whakarewarewva and Ohinemutu.
in which the ZTatiw women cook their food. This fumarole often came in useful for
cooking not only the Xaori liwnara and potatoes, but also hams and puddings and other
pakeha eatables for the Exhibition restaurants.
Nest to the geyser the great attraction of the model Geyserland was the warm
bathing-pool, surrounded by the same silica rocks that one sees in the hot-springs
districts ; this pleasantly hot uai-ariki \ras genemlIy occupied b>- a party of lively
Maori children from the pa, splashing about and diving with a liberal display of brown
nature unadorned for the pennies and coins of greater worth that visitors were never
tired of throning them.
" Geyserland in Miniature " was an ingeniously contrived and esceedinglp faithful
presentment of some of the features of our northern IVonderland, and no visitors were
more pleased with Dr. Wohlmann's clever work in building an " Exhibition Whakaremarewa " than the Hot Lakes Maoris themselves.
The ceremony of formally " starting " the g e p r was performed on the afternoon of the 1st Sovember, the opening-day, b~ Lady Ward, in the presence of a Iarge
gathering of visitors. The geeper had been christened the " dwarna," after the southern
constituency of which Sir Joseph Ward is the prliamentaw representative. Lady
Ward, in the course of her pleasant little address, con,ortulated Dr. Wohlmann on the
escellent taste and the scientific skill displayed in producing such a good representation
of what was to be seen in the thermal districts of Yew Zealand. After the " Awarua "
had been " turned on" and had demonstrated ita working capabilities by spouting to
a good height, cheers were given for Lady Ward and for S
ir Joseph Ward, and on the
Premier's call a similar compliment was paid to Dr. Wohimann.
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GOVEFLXMEXl' DEPARTMEST OF LiBOUR
The court devoted to the exposition of the functions of the New Zealand Govern.
ment Department of Labour was situated in the southern portion of the ?bin Building
near the northern side of the Canadian Court. The Department's work is to a large
eitent supervisory and statistical, and so does not lend itself particularly to a picturesque
disp1a.y ; but the court proved in many ways a source of more than casual intereat to
Exhibition visit~rs. The fmnt of the court consisted of three wide white arches, with
the name of the Department in bold gold lettering over the entrance. Inside, the walk
mere painted in a light-straw colour, with a llandsome frieze, a portion of,whi& vvas
painted by the Wellington Painters' Industrial Union of Workers. Thelonion also
sent si..mp:es of decorative panel-work, whicl~were used in the adornment ofthe C m .

It was under instnictions &+en early in 1906 br the late Right Hon. R. J. Seddon? '
N i e r of Leboiir, that the Labour Department made preparations for its exhibit.
The scheme outlined b?- the Minister was that t l ~ eDepartment should illustrate its functions and work by means of photographs. statistical charts, special p~iblications,and
models.
Since its establishment in 1891 the Department has steadily ,gown in importance
and in its solid advantages to the \vorkers of the colon\-, and the Exhibition Court focused
ill an excdiqzly skilful manner its wide range of uses, and made a special feature of
information dealing with the growth of the co1on;r-s manufactures and the numbers of
workers employed in the vadbus factories and n-orliims that came within Governmental supervision.
The special putlications shorn included a handbook of the
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labour laws, compiled by Mr. Edward T q e a r , Secretary to the Department ; a work
entitled "The Department of Labour, its Organization and Work" ; an illustrated
phamphlet explanato~of the growth of the Department since its establishment in
1891 ; and various annual reports of the Department, also awards, recommendations, kc.,
made under the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act ; decisions under the Workmen's Compensation for Accidents Act, and the New Zealand labour laws, bound in six
volumes.
The statistical charts exhibited included those showing the numbers of workers in
factories, male and female, and annual increases in the number of employees from 1895
to 1906 inclusive ; the number of registered fadories in New Zealand, 1895-1906 (these
increases were showd in a fashion that compelled attention by a drawing to scale of a
factory building, each year's increase being shown by an addition to the main building) ;
two coloured charts showing the number of employees in some of the principal trades
in New Zealand, from 1895 to 1906; charts showing the number of men and their
dependants assisted to emplo-pent by the Department for the same period of rears ;
a chart showing the conditions of labour in Xew Zealand in regard to the wages paid
per hour and the number of hours worked per week, 8s compared with labour in Great
Britain, the United States, France. Germany, and Belgium ; tn-o charts showing (1) the
number of industrial unions of employers and unions of workers registered under the
Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act ; and (2) the membership thereof.
Some of the facts brought out in these charts are worthy of record here. In 18991900 only 152 new factories were qistered in the colony, whilst in the last three years
shown (1903-6) the number of new factories opened were 698, 750, and 758 respectivelr.
The coloured charts illustrated the fluctuations in the principal trades in New Zedand
since 1895, and revealed some interesting facts. One line showed the growth of the flax
trade and its remarkable fluctuations up to the Exhibition year. In 1895-96 there were
350 hauds employed in the flax-mills of the colony ; in 1904-5 the total hands employed
numbered 3,300. A significant dserence was shown in the line illustrating the condition
of the bootmaking trade. I11 1895-96 there aere 3,000 hands employed hl the bootfactories of the colony; in 1898-99 there m-ere 3,250; but since then there has been
a steady though small decline until in 1905-6 the number of hands employed aere 3,050.
The employment chart brought prominent1.r- before one the escellent work done by the
Department in tinding emplo-ment for people out of work and ill doing away with the
" unemployed" difficulty.
In 19a5-6 it was shown that not only had a large number of
inlnligrants in want of work been dealt with by the Department. bnt that departmental
rid had also been esceediugl?- useful to employers \rho required labour. The industrial
charts showed that in 1905-6 there were 6 1 unious of workers with 3.869 nlembers,
and that the unions of employers at the same date totalled a membership of 3,276. In
addition to these charts, returns \\-ere shown giving the prices of commodities, LC., in
various centres of New Zealand and also in the principal centres of Australasia. Through
the courtesy of the British Co~nmissioner,Captain Atkin. the Department also exhibited
duplicates of the charts, some\&at reduced in size, shorn in the British Court (exhibited
by the English Labour Department and Board of Trade) illustrating the statistics of
b d e employment and conditions of labour in the United Kingdom.
To oversea visitors the co-operative system of carrying out railway and road n-orks
has a l w a ~
been a matter of ,oreat interest. The Department showed a v e v fine ,group
of eularged photoEgaphs depicting the class of work upon which co-operative workers
were engaged, and also showed the c b of houses, whares, and tents in which the^
lived.
In connection with the Workers' Dwelling; Act, there was an interest in,^ exhibit
consisting of a number of specially d r a m sl;etches and plans of n-orhen's model houses
contributed by the architects who were successful in the competition promoted by the

.
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Government for the best designs for this class of building. The Department also
showed photos of cottaga already erected, besides small models of these dwellings.
In the Eshibition grounds a house on the lines of one of these model dwellings was
specially built and M e d from the plans of Xeasrs. Hurst, Seager, and Wood, and
was inspected by a large nnmber of those who visited the Exhibition. This model
cottage stood on the south side of the Victoria Lakelet, between " Wonderland " and
the tree-groves of the park It was a t w o - s t o ~building, furnished'and fitted completel~,fenced in, and with garden attached. I t contained four rooms, scullery, bath-

room &c.

A model of an intereshg character included in the exhibits was that of a shearingshed, the origginal of which stands on a sheep-station near Masterton : it was an excellent
esample of the improved class of shearing-establishment, with spacious and comfortable
quarters for the men emplopd. A large number of photographs
sleeping and
mere also eshibited in illustration of the class of accommodation provided for shearers
in 1-ariousparts of the colony, and which by T & U ~ of the Shearers7Accommodation Act,
is wider the supervisory care of the Labour Department. Other large photographic
vie\\-st showing \-arious phases of the wool industrr, were those presented tb the Department b;r the Canterbury Sheepowners' Industrial Union of Employers, through Mr. F. H.
L a h t t , Seere*,
and Ah. Rutherford, of Glen Wye. A series of views showed shearers
at work n-ith the machine as well as with the old hand-shears.
Amongst the exhibits sent b~ industrial unions of employers and workers n a good
collection of kauri-gum, compris'i samples taken from ex- important , d e l d in the
,iuel&nd Province, by the members of the Suckland Gum-diggers' Industrial Union of
IVorkers. 9 fine piece of balk rimu timber measuring 11 ft. 6 in. in length by 4 ft. ill
ij-idth was contributed by the Wairarapa S a d e r s ' Industrial Association of Emplo~ers.
There were some exhibits of ll~tcrestconnected with the printing trade, iucluding an
old printing-press of primitive character : photographs illustrative of machines used in
the earl?- d a ~ in
s Kew Zealand. and of "old hands " in the printing trade. sent by the
Christchurch T?-poCpphical Union ; and an album from the Wellington Tvpopphieal
I-~lionof 11-orkers containing samples of letterpress printing doue b?- members of the
Union. On the walls of the Court, both inside and out, were displayed a large number
of
vie\\-s, including pictures contributed by various kc---owners
in the
colony, sho\ring the hands at work. There were also portraits of the successive Ministerial hwds of the Department since its establishment. from the Hon. IY. P. Reeves.
the first Minister of Labour, to the present head of the Department, the Hon. J. -1.
Uiar.
Tkr Court was designed and arranged by Mr. J. K. Colhls, of the Head Oilice of
the Department, under instructions from Mr. E. Tregear, Secretary for Labour.
-Duriig the bhibition it was under the charge of &. 8.H. Hagger, of the Christchurch office.
ENGLISH SWEATEDy7 IX~USTRIES
EXHIBITIn sad and unpleasant contrast to the exposition of the methods n-hich this ,peat
and benevolent Department of State has adopted in the interesta of our workers, was
an eshibit of articles made b~ " sweated " labour in Great Britain. This was a large
collection of garments and goods of all liinds, from nails to children's tors, gathered
for the purpose of showing the miserably paid condition of thousands upon thousands
of workers iu Great Britain. They were collected at the request of the Hon. J. A. M i l k ,
Nhister of Labour, by the New Zealand High Commissioner in London, the Hon. W. P.
Reeves. At h t it was hoped to borrow the exhibit shown in London by-the proprietors
of the Daily Yail, but as this exhibit was still on show throughout the British provinces
the idea was abandoned, and the High Cammissioner was asked to purchase similar goods

.

and send them to the Labour Department as soon as possible. To emphssm the fact that
the goods were actually made a t the prices quoted, the names of the contributors to the
Department's collection, together with the organization they belonged to, were given
in the catalogue prepared by the Labour Department.
They were a great and significant object-lesson, these products of the poor sweated
people of the great cities. Mr. Edward Tregear, the Secretary of the New ZesIand
Department of Labour, in his introduction to the descriptive catalogue, forcefully indicated the reasons which actuated the Department in making the display, and the evils
not only to workers but to society in general which were the result of such a debasing
system as was here illustrated. " These materials shown," he said, "are exhibited
as a warning against that which d
l happen if strenuo11~and sustained efforts are not
made to bar the entrance of the system through which such results become possible,
and to strengthen the present determination of the colonist that no such modes of workiag or such payments for work shall flonrish, or shall even begin their evil influence, in
this colony. New Zealand for some yeam has, by means of a stringent Factories Act
and by awards of the ,Arbitration Court, &e., endeavoured to control not only the wages
paid and the earnings of .workers in local industries, but also the health conditions under
which industries are carried on. These controlling powers have two distinct directions,
one of an economic and the other of a hygienic character."
The economic evils of the English sweated industries were brought vividly home
to New-Zealandem by the labels on the goods, representing almost inconceivably low
payment for hard, exhausting, unremitting toil ; and the hygienic dangers were only
too apparent when one reflected on the awful conditions of dirt, disease, and misery generally which exist in the homes of the British workers in which these trades rrre carried
on. New Zealand, as 3J.r. Tregear remarked, saw that there was a hygienic side to the
question of " sweating " and " home-work." " It was recognised that people starved,
badly clothed, and badly housed would probably be diseased and spread disease. It
was therefore enacted in this colony that on every garment intended for sale and made
outside a registered factory a large label should be placed, such label stating that
the garments had not been made in a registered factory. Severe fines were to be
inflicted if this label were removed or concealed before the article was publicly sold.
Fortunately no snch labels were ever needed. Textile work (tailoring, dressmaking,
shirtmaking, kc.) is now usually esecuted only in registered factories, whose spotless
cleanliness and healthful surrounding are fully open to blspectiol~ Moreover, if among
the workers in any factory dealing with testiles or with food-preparation any person is
considered by the Inspector as in a state whereby contagion or infection could be conveyed to others, such worker is a t once suspended from work until the Public Health
officer gives him or her a clean certificate. With snch precautions the citizens of the
colony have nothing to f a r either that English rates of pap in the sweated industries
will induce our people to compete in snch trades or that the ,pods locally made are
vehicles of d e n t diseases."
The folloning articles were amongst the most glaring esamples of "sweated "
industries in the collection :Baz-in&~.-Rste paid, '%
to 2I
-.
6 per gross ; average workin_n-dap, sixteen honrs ; average earningn of worker, Is. 3d. per clay. (Sew Zedand rates p i d to women and girls range from is. 6d.
to El 10s. per week of forty-five kouii ; men are paid from El 2.to f 2 1%. per week)
Hmka nnd Eyes. Carding (Binuingham).-Rato paid 4@. for 71 cards ; workers tind their own cotton
and ~wdles,amounting to about 4d. in every Ss. earned ; awra earnings. 3s. 3d. weekly.
Carding B&tonu (Biimingham).-Rate paid. 3s. per 100 gross oybbnttone; worker's 011th~for
lh-ead dce:, l?d. in ewty 4%. earned ; average earnings, 3s. &L per week
Papr-&g Jfd8ng.-Rste @d. 6d. per thonssnd; awnage uorkhg day, twelve honra ; aversge
earnings, -4s.&L p r seek. (In Sew &land this work is done by machinery, and tho average
wagen paid to women omr twenty _vcanr of age mop from 1%. Gd. to El per week of forty-five
houra)
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S&~zd.-iM.I W i cl~z*n1G.a ; a
m earnings, Ga.p ~ -aL;.
Uniform Butlow.-From 2%t o 89 per gross ; workers crrn urn from 1jd. to -2d.yer burUniform Barllo~~.--edpr dozen ; weekly d u g s a v e 6;.
~ 9d
~
Pe& ior Sddias' Cap.-1s. per gross ; worker pmrides o m glue.
Bop' h~ic&rs.-l &
each
I. ; woihr finds m s e W md tkxd, md can nulra one gmnemt per hour.
SaiZor Srira-3~2d. yer doam anits comploto.
Hair-bracskea-ld. sseb The b a d eshibitcd was made by a woman who has been at the trsdc for
&-sew
yeers She began woik when six years old. She can neither read nor e t e . E.ch
b.<sh takes fluinntes to complete. and tho amrage eambp average P. Od. per week
Slippers (sold a t 2s. 38.a I&).-.%.
Gd. per domu.
Ghiidreir Sltoea.--Sd. to -2s. (id lm: doze"
Urr6k.d Shots.-1% Gd. 1%; dozen p i Y ~
; whole~slcpfice, i* wch ; retail, load.
Gnic&ra-1s. 3d per dozen
Ifai.sh&.-ld.
each ; a o c h find- own cotton
T r o w r s [Nea'a).-kI. pei pair ; by wZkingdsteen bonrs a day worker euns i s . 6d. per week. @I
Sow Zedand the m1nim11m
paid t o clothing-factory-wortera are 6 x 4 by an ansad of the
-bitration Co~lri.as follows : Cwt. vest, and tronsei-s makers and machinists. female, S l 5s.
per m e t ; imp;om;s. &-st-class cast and cent hands S1&. Gd. p 4; se~nd-clssR,17% (id.
.ll~pienticessn. paid-Fist sir months, 5s. ; second. sis mouths is. ; third, 10s. ; and MI on
i week.)
in all b:mlclre~ of thi- t i . The hours srcl6sed a t forty-6~cp
Slbiria (.Ueu's).-Fiom
D)d to Is. 9w per dozen; ave..ep earat la Gd. p dozfn, 9s. &L p i
arrk. a t twelve hou* a dad. (In Sen- Z d a d women orei twenty years of age an from 1 s
to £2 11:; week of i0i-t~-fivehouzli, d Inen from El 1%. t o El pi week)
Tweed jncketa. id esch. Coah. id. each. Ski*. 3#. to 1%. jd ewh. &dice6 bbuws, tzom lid
ro 4 3 cach. Babies. pdisstk 83d. each. Indics' Bdu. I@ each. Bmbics' bonnets (furtrirumed. %. e x h (ainula~iclwbonltets are retailid h S r w &?ilaed from i s . (id. to 8s. lld.
racl~). M i e s ' p i ~ i o r e e ,(id. 1wr dozen. Cadtume& 10d. t o Is. l d ; worker h d s machine and
foi average
t h - 4 . Clre1uiwe.2-.(ici. Iwr d o l ~ n . Skirtx. fr.osr M.d o m tn 'I&l i-ach ; caum-l;ing&y ui tell h u n A.
~ Ti. IEi w t
Ll&

The exhibit of '' swcatcd" hldustries \\-as on 1-ies in the Labour Department's
Court for three months, and \vaq during that tiwe visited b. it is essin~ated,16OY000
people. After the close of the Fahibition, it \\-as placed on rim\- for public inspection
in the chief centres of the colony.
LIFE L\'SUB.lSCE
4 short &stallcut inside the Main Comdor, as one entered fro111 the main vestibule,
\\-asthe court of the Go\~enmentLife hlsnrance Department. The front was a handsandy designed one. consisting of three arches separated Iyi fluted columns having
carved capitals aud sur~nouutedby a decorari~e@inlent. The exhibits were concrete
objects and dii,mm* illustrating the p r o g g of life insurallce generally in the colony,
and the scope and progress of the Departnlent in particular. On one side there was a
pile of cubes of various shes representing blwks of gold. de~~oting
the accumulated fun&
of the 1)epartlnent at various periods from 1875 to 1905. Other designs showed in a
form that readily caught the eye the sums assured at risk and the bonuses declared at
various periods of the Department's existence. Kd-diapams showed the p r o p
~nadein life insurance in Sew Zealand as compared with other countries, the building-up
of the accmnulated funds of the Department. the sources of income and the m e r m
d i c h it had been expended .and invested, and comparisons between the business done
bj-the Department aud that done by other offices transacting life insurance in the colony.
4
, panel depicting a lighthouse symboliied the State guarantee given n-ith the Department's policies. Three of the cdculatiug-machines used in the Head Office for the
purpose of reducing labour in actuarial work were also s h o r n
Some of the salient facts among the information furnished to visitors by the
1)epartment inc!uded rhe following interesting items : During the thirty-six years of
the Department's existence premium were received for upwards of sii and a half
nillions sterliig. Considerably over four milliolls were returned to policyholders or
i;OVEk\'.MEST
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their representatives, and the e s i s t i i funds of the Department amounted to n e a d ~
four millions sterling. There were a t present upwards of 45.00 policies of all classes
in force, assuring a total
of nearly eleven d o n s
and three-quarters, including bonuses. The
accunlulated funds increased from f5,113 in .
1871 to 43,822,577 iu
1905. All profits are
divided amongost the
Assets
policyholders.
are held in trust for the
polic?-holders by an independent Board, being
specially " earmarked "
by statute, and the
financial position of the

ZZi2

~ { K ? % e is
character. and has been
vouched for time after
time by emulent English actuaries.
The
guarantee of the State
goes
ever?- policy
issued by tbe Departinent. -4 liberal system
of non - forfeiture protects el-ery insurance
policy, and the policies
issued contail1 no unreasonable restrictions.
The business of the
Uepartnieat is confined
to Ken- Zeahlid, the
healthiest countryin the
world, and all money received is hlvesqed in the
colon^-. For eyer?.f 100 .I Ctbas~aor THE GO\-EBSUEST IJFE ILSC'JLASCE U E P A U ~ E ~ T . ~
cohected in preluiulus
corn^.
the Department has ret m e d to its policyholders or their representatives, or hold8 ill trust for thcl~bf 117.
.kt the 31st December, 1905, f 179,000 in cash \\-as distributed anlongst the jmlicyholders
iu bonuses.
The Department issued a special Eshibition number of its periodical. the Recorder,
containbig plans of the City of Christchutch and of the Exhibition Building, together
uith other illustmtions. These were distributed by thousands to visitors a t the
Exhibition.
Mr. D. P.Dennehy was in charge of the Life Insurance Court during the Exhibition.
h the visitors' book kept at the court over thirteen thousand names were *bed
during the seven months. Opportunit?- \\-as taken of recording the age. height, weight

aud ~iationality,and the qinions of each visitor; and at the close of the Exhibition
the book was sent to the Head Oftice, in Wellington, to be kept as a statistical record.
Mr. John T. Donovan, an Irish Nationalist delegate visiting the colony, e x p d
his opinioh of tlie Government Life Insurance OfEce by writing in the visitom' book.
" Unique as a national institution ; progress marvellous ; enterprise magnificent."
At the western end of the West Coast Court, and directly opposite on the western
avenue, the New Zealand Lands and Survey Department had some excellent examples
of mapping and other work on view. There was a h e collection of maps of New Zesland and the various districts of the colony, prepared by the stafE of the Survey Department ; besides a series of photographs, including good views of alpine scenery.
The principal eshibit was a large original pictorial map of New Zealand, shown in a glass
case. This map, measuring 8 ft. in length by 4 ft. 6 in. in width, was the work of Mr.
W. Deverell, Chief Dmughtsman in the Department's office a t Inver~~qill.It was
a triumph of the draughtaman's art m a topographical picture-map. The mountain
features were shown in pictorial relief, and all the nvers, lakes, glaciers, and other prominent features of the country were clearly and prominently indicated, besides railway,
d,
and other routes, and steamer distances along the mast. The making of the
map-occupied Hr.Deverell for nearly three years, and it cost over £1,200. A large number of reduced copies of this very compieb map were distributed to visitora to the court.
Another large map shown waa one of h e d i n City and suburbs, the first of a seriea
of city msps to be k u e d by the Survey Department.
The exhibits were arranged by &. H. McCardell, of the Department's Head Office,
Wellington,and Mr. Goldsmith, the Chief Surveyor for Canterburp.
In a small court near the southern side of the W i Corridor the Government Printing and Stationery Department made a display of its printing, lithographing, process-

engraving, and bookbiding work. The Department, employing over four hundred and
fifty hands, undertakes the whole of the printing required by the Government, and
covers a great variety of important work, from postage-stamps to railway-tickets and
survey maps, besides a multitude of books, including illustrated books and pamphlets of
high artistic quality, as, for example, those printed for the Tourist Department. Specimens of the various important books and Government reports which brru part of the
immense volume of work passing through the Printing Office were shown. Conspicuous
amongst these were the six handsome red-bound volumes of John ?VhiteYsc h i c work
" The Ancient History of the 36aori." Then there were specimens of stereo plates and
electrottyping work; the lithographic work so largely required in map-printing ; exhibits illustrating the various stages of process-engraving work ; an unusually large
nleasaring -30in. by 30 in. ; lantern-slides, and other specimens
photographic n-tive
of high-class artLstic work. Various classes of bookbinding work were shown, demonstrating that in this as in other divisions of the Department work could be produced
quite equal to that tamed out by the best private ~rintingfums in Australasia. Mr.
John & h y is the Government Printer, with JLr. B. B. ,Uen as Chief Clerk
THE DEFEXCE COURT.
The methods adopted for the defence of the country were well illustrated in the
Government Defence Court, which occupied a position off the Main Avenue near the
general machinery exhibit. The Court was erected bp the members of the.Permanent
Force in Lyttelton, under the direction of Captain W. P. Wail, the local officer com-

manding the R.K.Z.A. A.ll classes of ordnance and small-arms in use in Kevi Zealand
were shown, together with am~~lanition
manufactured in the colony, and submarine-mine
fields. The exhibit that first caught the eye on entering the court was the great 6-in.
breech-loading gun, ga~~ison
mounting, such as is used in the forts at the chief ports of
the colony. Tith t h gun it is possible to throw six 100 lb. lyddite shells per minute a
distance of 10,000 yards with a 20 lb. dharge of cordite, or an 11+lb. charge of modified
cordite. This ,great projectile leaves the muzzle of the gun with a velocity of half a mile
per second, and its penetrative power at 100 yards is through 15 in. of wrought iron.
The ,
a
was fitted with automatic and rocking-bar sights. !Che ,pn with its pedestal
weighed 16 tons. Several other pieces of artillev were shown. One was a particularly
useful and beautiful weapon, a 12-pounder quick-firing gun on a pedestal mounting.
This ,pn can fire fifteen I2 lb. shells per minute ; its range is 8,800 yards ; it is fitted

with electric firing-,par and nith similar sights to the bii 6-in. p
,m
..
The special work
,n
of the 18-pounder in case of n-ar would be the repelling of torpedo craft. Another p
was a 6-pounder h'ordenfeldt, Mark VII, mounted on a garrison central pivot mount:%.
This gun was fitted with an aiming-die, and at its m d e was affixed a " dotter,"
somewhat similar to those used in England, but of local manufacture and design. The
artilleq "dotter" was invented by Captain (now Adn~iral)Pm;r Scott, of H.M.S.
" Pow-erful," who assisted in the defence of Ladysmith at the Boer War, and its use is
considered to have been mainlr responsible for the p a t improvement in ,pmery practice
in the British navy, for it ,patly simpMes and assists the aiming of the gna Other
guns on exhibition were an infantry Maxim, d t h carriage ready for field-work; a
15-pounder breech-!oading field-gun, such as is used by New Zealand's Field Artillery
Volunteers ; a %pounder Hotchbs, marli I, mounted on an elevated stand, and capable
of firing fifteen shells per minute ; a parapet Maxim ; and a field Msxim on a Dnndonald
galloping-carriage, a most useful weapon in rough countq, and one that would probably

1%
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IN? excellently adapted to -the defence of New Zealand. Along the aid- of the court
were exhibited projectiles for use in various guns, shown in sections.
The northern wall of the corn, behind the guns, was covered by a painting of
Lytteltot~Harbour, showing the Banlrs Peninsula side. This was the work of assistant4 c e r S. E. Wright, who also painted the coats-of-arms and other decorations which
adorned the court. The harbour picture formed the background for a running target
in the form of a cruiser, which was manipulated by a string passing from east to west
of the wall. This tar@Cet illustrated the manner in which a gun would need to be laid
on a moving vessel from the forts. The methods of training the guns were shown by
membera of the Royal Yew Zealand ktdiery.
Attached to the electrical d o n of the Conrt mas a signalling plant comprising
heliographs, lamps, and a semaphore. An escellent raised contour model of a piece of
country constructed by Lieutenant 0.Luttrell, assisted by Mr. T. Andrews, was shown.
and was highly commended by many military experts who visited the court.
I n small-arms, racks of rifles round the walh showed a century's progress in the
manufacture of infantry weapons, from the old flint gun and " Brown Bess " up to the
modern Lee-Metford and Lee-Enfield rifles. A number of revolvers and pistols of
various makes and dates were also exhibited.
A particularly interesting section of the court, to both Volunteers and civilians.
was the exhibit of the Colonial Ammunition Company of Buckland. This company
makes all the small-arms and ammunition used by the Defence Forces of the colony.
A case was shown illustrating erep- stage of the manufactureof a -303cartridge, from its
initial stage right up to the finished article. At the back of the ease was a rope of the
crodite used in loading the cartrid-.
Pictures of the company's works at Mount
Eden, Buckland, and of the company's founder and managing director, Major A,
Whitney, were shown.
In a corner of the court a numher of models made by the Dunedin Engineer Volunteers were exhibited, including a model blockhouse and a good model of Fort Jervois.
The Submarine Xhing Corps of Wellington eshibited the apparatus used in its minelaying and other work. A Xark I11 projector of the latest pattern was shown,
containing a horizontal lamp, an electric dial for direction and an electric motor for
elevating and depressing the projector. The power of this light is from 45,000- tn
60,000-candIe power.
The walls of the murt mere fittingly decorated with trophies of rifles, revolvers.
swords, and bayonets. There was also on view a handsome case containing the badges
of every regiment, British and colonial. which took part in the late Boer War in South
,Ahica. Thii collection was presented in South Africa to Mr. T. Pollard, who lent it for
exhibition.

Eve11 the Prisons Depadent of New Zealand had its eshibit-one that opened
the eyes of visitors to the skill and ingenuity often # by inmates of the gaols.
This displa~was located in a corner of the Mac*
W,
and was under the charge
of New Plervmouth,assisted by Warder Spier, of
of Acting Principal Warder J. DoLyttelton ; the former o5cer was responsible for the arrangement of the court. A large
collection of work of a miscellaneous character. done in the L--ton
and other prisons.
was on view. Iu the LIvttelton Gaol many prisoners are taught carpentry and joinery,
and a numb= of excellent specimens of useful work were the result. One of the prisonmade pieces of furniture was a a e l l ~ m t r u c t e dwadrobe ; another, a woodm mantel
and overauntel : the basis of the manteldesign was marble picked out with gold ;
the o v e m n t d , of American ash and New Zealand rim- had some clever carving done
w i t h a penknife only. Another product of Lyttdton prison industry was a model of a

Whitechapel cart, built of mottled kauri and walnut, nea* lined and painted, a i d
mounted in silver. There were photographs and a pen-and-ink sketch of the gaol
b u i l d i i . Other branches of industry illustrated by exhibits were sign-writing, and
illuminating, and metal-work From ReII'igton Gaol came a large number of coirfibre mats, worked in mlours and carrying a variev of designs : also flow-pots, tobccojars, model clay fignres, and a quantity of bricks. From Mount Eden, Buckland, came
specimens of the volcanic stone quarried for the construction of the new gaol Some of
the prisoners in the New Zealand p o l s are drafted to tree-plantation camps at Waiotapu
in the Rotorua district and in other parts of Kew Zealand, for the useful n-ork of afforesting the treeless parts of the count^. Some of these "outdoor" prisoners contributed
specimens of the work of their leisure hours. The Waiotapu camp sent a wax model
of the Christchurch Roman Catholic Cathedral: the Dumgwe tree-planters sent a
collection of well-made flax baskets. A stone-arched window was sent from the Rapier
Prison. Warder Down, of h'ew Pl-mouth, showed a very clever model of the hTea
Plymouth Gaol, made of plaster-of-paris, on a scale of 4 in. to 1 ft., with e v q detail of
the building complete. This model was the result of several months' diligent and
ingenious work. Another excellent exhibit, also the work of Mr. Down. was a model
of St. Mary's Church, Neu Pl.mouth, of the same material as the p o l model, and lit
b r electricity. Br means of a phono,pph inside the n~odelbuilding the church chin~es
and a musical service were cleverlr reproduced.
TRE FISHERIES
Cool-looking and white without, and cmler still within, and soothing to the salses
with the rippling flowing of waters and the crptal clearness of the glass-eased tanks in
which beautiful fishes swan1 to and fro, the -4quarium of the Government Fisheries
Department n-as a delightful little retreat in the hot daps aud wann nights of sunlnler.
Thii home 6f P i stood in the rear of the main Exhibition Buildings, and faced the
Yictoria Lake. I t was erected under the direction of the Chief Inspector of Fisheries,
Xr. L. F. A;rson. I t was but a mall building, but in the opinion of many visitors it
came next to the Fernery as the prettiest court in the Exhibition. Both by day and
by night it drew its crowds of visitors dl through the Exhibition season.
The fmnt of the Aquarium above the entrance bore a relief moulding that appropriately indicated its character, the familiar conventional representation of old Poseidon's
ocean-~nonster.open-mouthed, half-dolphin half dragon,a sea-freak that to many &mri
visitors-for the Maoris took a particularly great interest in the Aquarium--suggested
the dreaded tanitch of their o m ancient m-rtholos. Within the building were sixteen
glass wall-tanks devoted to various liinds of fish. and a large square pool containing
monster trout. The tanks were constructed after the designs of the latest American
aquaria, as seen by Mr. S;rson on his visits to the ZTnited States. They rested on a
platform running round the outside of the building, where the? \rere open to the air:
the tops n-ere open except for a gauze cover that would be represented in a permanent
aquarium by a glass sky-lit roof. The glass fronts of the tanks \\.ere from 6 ft. by 24 ft.
to
ft. by 2 ft. in size, with the backs sloping inwards to the bottom. Into each tank
a supply of fresh water continuall?-flowed from an artesian well which had been specially
mli. This well went down 422 ft., and the water, r i s i i 20 ft. above the *?und, gave
a flow of 3,500 gallons per hour, nearly all of which was need in the tanks. The supply
was quite free of minute life, so that the fish \-ere altogether dependent upon artificial
feeding, but its clear and sparkling trans1ucene;r was a great advantage from the
spectator's viewpoint. There, only a few inches between his eye and the fiah, he could
literally watch them breathing, as they swam slowly round and round, with soft.
tail-fannings and little rudder-twists, now to port, now to starboard, that reminded one

a t once of the steering of a ship ; or lay at their ease on their silver sands and amidst
their miniature rocks, opening snd closing their mouths as they peered a t their strange
Visitom through the front windows of their glassy homes.
The wall-tankscontained specimens of all the species of imported trout natnralised
in New Zealand, and four varieties of &on
from the hatcheries a t Hakataramea. In
the tanks the visitor as he walked around also saw teneh and perch, American catfish,
g o l a . silver carp, qninnat salmon, young landlocked salmon, American brook-trout.
Californian rainbow trout, English brown trout, zebra trout, eels, and some very beauti£ul
little Japanese double-tailed gold6sh. The h e floor-pool 2 ft. 6 in. in depth, contained the largest trout that &. Admnhad been able to procure in New Zesland. The
hatching and care of fish-fry were illustrated by the exhibition of hatching-boxesifilled

with young fish. An interesting exhibit was McDonald's automatic tppe o i box, largely
used for the hatching of cod in America. By means of a siphon arrangement the rise
and fall of the tide was simulated in the hatching-boxes. This ingenious arrangement
and the Downing white fish jar were illustrations of t.he ,mat care given nowadays to
the propagation of fish.
There was also an excellent display of mounted specimens of trout taken from
New Zealand waters, contributed largely by the Canterbq and North Otsgo A d matisation Societies. An interesting fish shown mas a mature quinnat salmon, caught
a t Hakataramea when a large run of salmon came up from the sea into the Waitski
=ver and some of its tributaries. Other mounted fish were &on of various kinds.
and h e specimens of English cod, turbot, and lobster.

The walls of the building above the tanks were covered with coloared pictnres of
various hhes of the world, including a padcnlarl~good displap of Japanese &
The sea-&indastr;r was represented by a model steam-trawler towing a net.
In the way of fish-products, Mr. A p n s h o d a novel article in the form of a
quantiq
of shark-oil ; a powerfal shark fertiliser waa also exhibited.
The Marine ~ e ~ a r t m e nmade
t
a display of various articles connected vith the
equipment of vessels, including port lights, eide-lights, and masthead-lights. Another
item of interest to sailormen was a portrait of the " sailors' friend," Samuel PlimsolL
In addition to the other 0-enta
in the Aquarium, Mr.- A ~ S had
O ~ two large
mounted albatrosses of the royal and sooty varieties.

